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Bristol Pottery Type (BPT) codes used in this report

Checklist of Bristol Pottery Types (BPT) or fabrics
from Finzel’s Reach

c

From Bridgehead to Brewery

Table 6.1  Breakdown of pottery quantities per area with
average sherd weight per area (indicating degree of residuality)

Area          No. sherds       Wt (g) EVEs Av Wt
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BPT6 (MOTDT)
c

BPT18 (MINE) c

c

BPT18C (SEW)
c

BPT18G (COTS) c

BPT26 (HG)
c

c

c

c 

BPT32 (HGR)
c 

BPT39 (SAIP)
c 

BPT46 (BATHA) c 

BPT67 (REV) c 

BPT81 (OLIV)
c 

BPT83A (ANDA)
c 

BPT83V (VALE) c 

BPT93 (CIST) c 

BPT95 (WEST)
c 

BPT99 (TGW)
c 

c 
c 

BPT100 (BSLIP)
c 
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BPT107C (NITM)
c 

BPT112 (NDGT)
c 

BPT118 (RED) c 

c 

BPT121 (THORN)
c 

BPT153 (ROUL)
c 

BPT155 (SAISG)
c 

BPT156 (SAIG)
c 

c 

BPT168 (WORCS) c 

BPT182 (TUDG) c 

BPT185A (CHPO) c 
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BPT186 (SWSG)
c 

BPT192 (FRFWS)
c 

BPT197 (MALV) c 

c 

BPT202 (CHINA) c 

c 

BPT211 (MOTT)
c 

BPT232 (LSAIN)
c 

BPT239 (NFM)
c 

BPT252 (UNID)
c 

BPT277 (ENGS)
c 

BPT280 (PMR)
c 

BPT282 (IBMR)
c 

BPT286 (FREC) c 

BPT287 (RAER) c 

BPT318A (BVSG)
c 

BPT318C (BVMO)
c 

BPT326 (CREA) c 
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From Bridgehead to Brewery

Table 6.2  Quantification of medieval and post-medieval pottery by fabric

Fabric                 Abbrev                   Common Name                                                Date                                No.                    Wt.              EVEs

c
c
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BPT333C (COLP)
c 

BPT343 (NORG)
c 

BPT364 (ROUEN) c 

BPT366 (MISCF)
c 

BPT368 (NH)
c 

BPT369 (BRID)
c 

BPT371 (NITR)
c 

BPT372 (MISIB)
c 

BPT373 (SORP)
c 

BPT374 (LAV)
c 

The pottery in context: some aspects of the
chronological and spatial distribution of 
pottery on the site

Areas and properties: a ceramic overview
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Area 1: The Law Ditch (LD)
LD

c

c 

c 

c 

Area 1: West of the Law Ditch (LDW1-3)
LDW1

LDW2

LDW3

c 

Area 1: Temple Street West side (TSW1-5)
TSW1

c 
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TSW2

TSW3

c 
c

TSW4
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c 

TSW5 

Area 2 (Temple Street, TS)
TS

Area 3 (North of Counterslip, CSN)
Area 3A

c 

Area 3B

Area 3C

Area 3D

Area 4
TSE2

c 

Area 5
TSE1

From Bridgehead to Brewery
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TSE1N

TSE1S

Comparison between the eastern and western site
areas (Temple Street East and Temple Street West)

c
c
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Vessels and function

c
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c
c 

c

c 

c

Pottery sources and supply: the main chronological
trends

Group 1: Ham Green wares c 1120-1300

Group 2: Redcliffe ware c 1250-1500

Group 3: Wiltshire wares
c
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c

c

Group 4: Other medieval English wares

Group 5: Imports

Group 6: Late medieval wares

c

c

Group 7: Post-medieval wares (after c 1500)

c
c

c
c

c

c

c
c 

c
c

c

c

c
c

c

From Bridgehead to Brewery

Table 6.3  Pottery fabrics simplified into seven main fabric groups

Group           Group name                  No. of sherds % no                 Weight % weight EVEs % EVEs
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c

c

c

c

c
c

c

c
c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

Comparison with other excavated pottery 
assemblages in Bristol

c
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c

c

c

c c
c

c

c

From Bridgehead to Brewery

Table 6.4  Comparison between quantities and percentages of the main medieval ware groups represented at Finzel’s
Reach and St Bartholemew’s Hospital, Bristol (by sherd count, based on Ponsford 1998)

Main ware groups                                Finzel’s Reach St Bart’s Hosp.                   Comments
                                                             Sherds % Sherds %                   

c
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c

c
c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

Concluding remarks

c

c

c
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c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c
c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c
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Chapter 6

et al

c

Catalogue of illustrated pottery

Cotswolds-type ware 

c

Motte Ditch-type ware

c

c
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From Bridgehead to Brewery

Fig. 6.1   Cotswolds ware (no. 1), Motte Ditch-type ware (nos 2-3) and Bath A ware (nos 4-10)
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Bath A ware 

c

Minety ware (NW Wilts) 

Chapter 6

Fig. 6.2  Bath A ware: nearly complete jar/cookpot (no.5)
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From Bridgehead to Brewery

Fig. 6.3   Bath A ware (nos 11-12) and Minety ware (nos 13-17)
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Chapter 6

Fig. 6.4   Minety ware
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From Bridgehead to Brewery

Fig. 6.5   Minety ware: 
profile of tripod pitcher 
(no. 13) and decorative 
details from spouted 
pitcher (no. 14) and jug 
strap handle (no. 25)
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dec on body. All-over ext greenish-yelllow glz, also
inside neck and with dribbles below this. Charcoal-
rich layer. 2434, A5.13, Per 3, TSE1S.

15 Jar/cookpot with neckless everted rim. Wheel -
thrown. Decayed splashes of glz on rim. 3929,
A1.59, Per 4, TSW4.

16 Jar/cookpot, near-profile. Wheelthrown. Reduced
fabric. Glaze splashes int. Sooted ext. Rim slightly
warped. 3602, A1.57, Per 4, TSW3.

17 Profile tripod footed jar with handle. Wheelthrown
but base possibly handmade? Oxidised fabric.
Decayed green glz mainly on lower half int. Worn
tripod foot – probably sooted. Handle with v deep
stabbing at top and bottom and shallow slashes
down back. Late 14th-15thC context. 3280, 3231,
A1.68, A1.64, Per 4, LDW1.

18 Cistern with bifid rim. Wheelthrown. Oxidised.
Thin greenish glz on rim and upper third with
dribbles below. Glz patches int. Traces of thumbed
horizontal and vertical applied strips. Short
tubular applied bunghole. Date c 1250+. 3170,
A1.48, Per 3, LDW1.

19 Carinated bowl. Wheelthrown. Patchy glz on rim
and int. Context c 1500-1600. 3355, A1.4, Per 1,
LDW3.

20 Shallow dish or skillet? Wheelthrown. Unglazed.
Knife-trimmed ext. 3746, A1.59, Per 4, TSW4.

21 Bowl with wide flaring rim. Wheelthrown. Faint
decayed glz on rim and int. 3929, A1.59, Per 4,
TSW4.

22 Wide bowl or cauldron rim. Wheelthrown. 
Deeply slashed handle. Very hard black fabric 
with reduced greenish-black glaze all over int.
Fabric reduced by waterlogged soil conditions?
Sooted/stained ext. Context c 1300-1500? 5211,
A3.18, Per 3.

23 Skillet/frying pan profile. Wheelthrown? Patchy
green glz all over int. Solid tongue-like side handle
with deep knife slashes. Sooted ext. 3749, A1.59,
Per 4, TSW4.

24 ?Curfew rim. Wheelthrown? Unglazed. Sooted 
on rim apex and partially int. Rim apex shows 
use-wear. 3536, A1.59, Per 4, TSW4.

25 Jug strap handle. Crescent section with central
applied thumbed strip. Deep herringbone-shaped
stabbing. Decorative shell-like notches on raised
handle edge – possibly made with the edge of a
narrow comb-like tool. Greenish-yellow glaze ext.
Width 49mm. 2395, A5.20, Per 4, TSE 1.

Ham Green ware (A/B types) (Figs 6.6-8)

26 Ham Green A. Jug/pitcher w horiz bands of
lozenge rouletting on rim and on shoulder. Marked
shoulder ledging. Handle stub of rectangular
section with traces stabbed and slashed dec and
deep stabbed pits either side of handle – probably
to fix it to vessel. Patchy mottled green glz all over
ext. 2635, A5.7, Per 2, TSE1S.

27 Ham Green A. Jug/pitcher w lozenge rouletting on
rim and horiz bands of rouletting on shoulder.
Marked shoulder ledging. Narrow strap handle
with vertical bands of rouletting. Dark greenish
variegated glz all over ext. Rim dia: 170mm.
Possibly tripod pitcher? Possibly Pill? 6116, A2.1,
Per 1, TS.

28 Ham Green A (late). Jug/pitcher w frilled rim
cordon. Nearly 100% rim. Thick walled. Marked

shoulder ledging. Narrow strap handle with
stabbed circular pits. Mottled green variegated glz
all over ext except rim. Rim diam 130mm. Mid
12thC. Mostly from Per 2 pit fill on TSE1S with
joining rim from layer on TS Per 1 (2461). 2772,
2714, 2461, A5.7, A5.6, A5.1, Per 2, TSE1S and TS.

29 Ham Green A/B. Jug with applied faces on rim.
Deeply stabbed eyes piercing rim.V coarse white
clay pellets. Greenish-brown glz ext. Slightly
warped. Date c 1170-1250. 4249, A1.21, Per 2,
TSW4.

30 Ham Green A/B. Near-profile jug w dec related to
the Cardiff ‘Dancer’ jug. Appl. thumbed
strip/cordon on rim. V bold ledging on shoulder.
Applied notched strip dec on body probably repre-
senting stick-like human figures with small face.
Narrow strap handle with herringbone slashing.
Sooted/scorched internally lower down. Greenish
glz all over ext, matt and decayed in places. 4793,
A1.12, Per 2, LD.

31 Ham Green B. Jug body sherd with applied full-
length anthropomorphic figure holding a spear
(possibly two). Background dec with horiz
combing or grooving. Green glz all over ext.
L130mm. 1116, A4.2, Per 1, TS.

32 Ham Green B. Jug with complete bridge spout.
Deeply stabbed circular pit dec all over ext.
Greenish-brown glz, all over ext. Inverted firing.
3972, A1.54, Per 3.

33 Ham Green B. Jug with complete bridge spout.
Incised panels of herringbone and vertical line dec.
Also stabbed dec. Lustrous, slightly metallic, dark
green glz, all over ext, reduced by waterlogged
soil. Made for export. Inverted firing. 1405, 1403,
1399, A4.7, Per 2, TSE2.

34 Ham Green B. Profile near-complete standard jug.
Spaced horiz grooves (spiral) on upper half.
Handle missing but upper stump is stabbed. Four
stabbed pits at top of handle, two thumbed pits at
base. Decayed greenish glz all over ext apart from
underside. Inverted firing position? Ht: 280mm.
3960, A1.54, Per 3.

35 Ham Green B. Complete jug. Fine horiz combed
dec made with 5-toothed comb. Deep slashed dec
on handle. Dark grey fabric. Decayed dark
greenish glz – probably reduced by waterlogged
soil conditions. Glz all over ext except underside.
Bridge spout v pinched and prob restricted
pouring ability. Height 280mm. 4124, A1.54, Per 3.

36 Ham Green B. Fragment of tubular jug spout
connected to vessel wall by frag of strut with traces
of incised herringbone dec. Traces of applied strips
at base of spout. Greenish glz. Possibly from a
knight jug? Date c 1175-1225. 3518, A1.50, Per 3,
LDW3.

37 Ham Green A. Pedestal cresset lamp, double
shelled. Traces of sooting on both ends. Pedestal/
footring base with deep central hole made with
pointed tool. Other (top) end damaged with traces
of bowl (glazed int and prob sooted). Greenish
glaze reduced almost black by waterlogged soil
causing metallic patches. Matt elsewhere. 6116,
A2.1, Per 1, TS.

38 Ham Green B. Jug rim with bridge spout
(damaged) and applied anthropomorphic face
below this. Mottled green glz all over ext. Width of
face 25mm. 1282, A4.8, Per 3, TSE 2.

39 Ham Green B. Tubular spout (broken) from knight

Chapter 6
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Fig. 6.6   Ham Green ware
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Fig. 6.7   Ham Green ware (nos 35-7) and Ham Green Redware (nos 41-50)
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Fig. 6.8 Ham Green ware: complete jug (no. 35) and decorative details from applied anthropomorphic figure (no. 31),
applied anthropomorphic face (no. 38), tubular spout from knight jug (no. 39) and combed wavy band (no. 40)
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jug with vestiges of applied hands gripping spout.
Mottled green glz all over ext. Length 86mm. 2348,
A5.20, Per 4, TSE 1.

40 Ham Green A. Jug body sherd showing potter’s
fingerprints or textile impressions int. Combed
wavy band ext under all over light green glz.
Sherd width 60mm. 2772, A5.7, Per 2, TSE 1S.

Ham Green Redware (coarseware) (Figs 6.7, 6.9 and 6.10)

41 Profile small jar/cookpot. Very crudely made body.
Crude horiz grooves ext. Height 96mm. 4454,
A1.47, Per 3, LDW1.

42 Near-profile jar/cookpot. Spaced horizontal
grooved (spiral) dec on body overlain by vertical
thumbed strips – probably 3 spaced equidistantly.
Oblique construction mark on ext rim. Handmade
body with rows of irregular indents (constuction
marks) internally. Rim probably rotary finished.
Hard overfired fabric – brown surfaces with grey
core. Sooted on lower half ext. 2560, 2580, A5.7, Per
2, TSE1S.

43 Profile jar/cookpot. Thumbed rim. Bands of
horizontal combed dec. Originally with 4 applied
thumbed vertical strips. Very heavily sooted ext
and scorched int. Moderate coarse quartz grits up
to 1mm. Height 240mm+. 7333, A1.19, Per 2,
TSW3.

44 Jar/cookpot (probably Pill fabric, BPT114?). Gritty
with some limestone inclusions. Wheel-finished
rim. Combed dec on rim edge and int neck. Traces
of combed wavy and horizontal bands on body
ext. Sooted int and ext. 9176, A3.10, Per 2.

45 ?Jug rim (dia: 100mm). Row of deeply stabbed
circular pits almost perforating rim. Typical HGR
red-brown sandy fabric. Rare form. 4369, A1.61,
Per 4, TSW5.

46 ‘West Country dish’. Profile with perforated wall.
Gritty brown fabric (possibly Pill fabric BPT114?).
Neatly combed dec on edge of rim and int neck.
Spaced notched dec on apex of rim. Row of sub-
triangular stabbed dec on body with band of
lightly combed dec below this. Single surviving
perforation. Sooted int and ext and through perfo-
ration. Fairly rare form. 1165, A4.3, Per 2, TS.

47 Globular pipkin or lamp? Horiz grooved dec ext.
Pulled lip. Oxidised fabric. Heavily sooted ext
lower down and partly int. Rare form. 4166, A1.33,
Per 3, TSW2.

48 Small globular pipkin or lamp rim? Horizontal
grooved dec ext. Oxidised. Possible trace of sooting
upper ext. Rare form. 1005, A4.9, Per 3, TSE 2.

49 Bowl. Oxidised. Wheelthrown. Corrugated upper
profile. Heavily sooted ext. Rare form. 6099, A2.2,
Per 2, TS.

50 Socket handled bowl with tubular handle. Oxidised.
Decayed fritty grey glaze lower int and stacking
scar on rim. Heavily sooted ext under handle. Rare
form. 4984, A1.33, Per 3, TSW2.

51 Curfew. Probably wheel-finished. 2 bands of very
neat wavy combed dec ext made with 7-toothed
comb. Combed dec on rim also. Rim diam varies
from 440mm on one sherd to 520mm on the other
(warped?). Heavily sooted int. Rare form. From
two fills in Pit 3771. 3773, A1.33, Per 3 and 3840,
A1.15, Per 2, TSW2.

52 Jar/cookpot. Rim with groups of comb-stabbed
dec on int and ext of apex. Max 3 prongs. Dia:

190mm. 6099, A2.2, Per 2, TS.
53 Jar/cookpot. Clubbed or sub-collared form with

cable-like thumbed dec on apex. Date 
c 1150-1225? Dia: 240mm. 4696, A1.33, Per 3, TSW2.

54 Jar/cookpot body sherd with bands of horizontal
lozenge roulette dec. Sooted ext. Rare. Visible grits
(BPT 114 Pill fabric). 8027, A3.2, Per 2.

Miscellaneous unidentified British wares 
(Figs 6.9-10)

55 Jug rim. Oxidised. Coarse sandy with prominent
coarse mica and metamorphic/igneous inclusions.
Patchy clear glz ext. Horiz band of white slip
under rim. Probably South-west Peninsula,
possibly Devon? 4225, A1.45, Per 3, TSW4.

56 Jug rim. Very smooth pink fabric with prominent
very coarse mica. Large ‘bib’ of dull greenish-
brown glz ext. Probably water-rolled. Possibly
Welsh or French? 3593, A1.56, Per 4, TSW2.

57 ?Welsh coarseware. Thumbed jug base. Coarse
sandy-gritty fabric with quartz, moderate coarse
white mica up to 2mm, coarse shale/mudstone
inclusions and possible igneous/metamorphic
inclusions. Very hard, grey with light brown
surfaces. Dark greenish-brown glz all over ext to
basal angle. Dia: 130mm. Max width 60mm. 7109,
A1.38, Per 3, TSW3.

Bridgwater-type ware (Somerset) (Fig. 6.9)

58 Jar/cookpot rim. Coarse lumpy brown fabric.
Sooted ext. 1006, A4.8, and 1142, A4.9, Per 3, TSE2.

59 Jar/cookpot rim. Pale grey-brown lumpy fabric.
Diam 280mm. 8027, A3.2, Per 2.

Laverstock ware (Wilts) (Fig. 6.10)

60 Laverstock ware but coarser fabric than usual. Bs
from highly dec jug. Pale grey, abund fine-medium
quartz. Dec w applied thumbed pads in body clay,
and rows of red pellets set within broad horizontal
grooves. Copper flecked green glaze all over ext.
Max width 80mm. 4179, A1.57, Per 4, TSW3.

Nash Hill (Lacock) ware (Wilts) (Figs 6.9-10)

61 Tripod pitcher. Pale grey uniform sandy fabric
with oxidised patches on rim and ext on base.
Applied thumbed cordon beneath rim. Pouring lip.
Dull greenish glz all over ext below rim. Vertical
combed dec on body. 2 surviving stubby tripod
feet – worn from use. Handmade. 3997, A1.56, Per
4, TSW2.

62 Jug/pitcher upper half. Applied thumbed cordon
under rim. Trace of spout or handle attachment on
rim. Combed chevron dec on body crossing at top
under rim to form a lattice. Handmade. Oxidised
salmon-pink fabric with light blue-grey core.
Greenish-brown glz with dark brown speckles all
over ext. 7104, A1.38, Per 3, TSW3.

63 Jar/cookpot rim with combed dec on int neck.
Clear glz in a horiz band over dec area. Pink-buff
sandy fabric with sparse-moderate red iron oxide
to 4mm. Abundant predominantly pink-orange
quartz. Wheelthrown. Dia: 250mm. 3891, A1.51,
Per 3.
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Fig. 6.9   Ham Green Redware (no. 51), unidentified British wares (nos 55-6), Bridgwater-type ware (nos 58-9),
Nash Hill (Lacock) ware (nos 61-3) and complex roulette decorated wares (nos 67-8)
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64 Nash Hill jug body sherd with vertical row of
notched thumbnail dec in-between applied strips
and trace of incised vertical wavy line. Mottled
green glz ext. Max L58mm. 2336, A5.12, Per 3, TSE
1N.

65 Nash Hill green-glazed jug sherds with anthropo-
morphic dec. Including rim (plain, thickened, dia:
100mm) with vestigial applied face with stamped
eyes, L42mm. Also two shoulder sherds with
applied ‘Sun’ face formed from circular thumbed
strip with trace of stamped eye within 3088, A1.64,
Per 4 and 3797, A1.48, Per 3, LDW1.

66 Nash Hill. Collared jug rim (diam 120mm) with
trace of bridge spout. Row of red clay pads with
ring-and-dot stamps on rim. Spout possibly
bordered by similar stamps stamped directly

Chapter 6
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Fig. 6.10 Decorative details on selected Ham Green Redware (nos 52-4), unidentified British ware (no. 57),
Laverstock ware (no. 60) and Nash Hill ware (nos 64-6)

into body. Similar Laverstock jug published by
Musty et al. (1969, fig. 16.112). 4286, A1.45, Per 3,
TSW4.

Complex roulette decorated wares (Fig. 6.9)

67 Jug body. Pear-shaped with multiple horiz bands
of squared notch-like rouletting. Wheelthrown.
Oxidised hard sandy well-sorted fabric. Grey core
with darker ext margin. All-over ext dark copper-
green glz – sub-metallic and crystalline (slow
cooled?) over much of vessel. Stabbed oval handle
stub. 1303, A4.8, Per 3, TSE 2.

68 Jug bodysherd with complex rouletted dec.
Rouletting or stamping of variable quality –
basically a scheme of concentric rings within a
square frame. Fabric as above but harder fired.
Matt dark copper-green glz all over ext. 3799,
A1.48, Per 3, LDW1.

Worcester ware (Fig. 6.11)

69 Jug rim with all-over int white slip. Oval-section
handle probably with deep elongated slashes.
Fabric as above. Similar green glz all over ext.
3152, A1.64, Per 4, LDW1.

Thornbury quartz gritted ware (S Gloucs) (Fig. 6.11)

70 Pitcher rim. Diam 180mm. Coarse grey sandy
fabric with patchy greenish-grey splash glz all
over int and ext. Possible trace of incised wavy
line dec on neck? 2666, A5.17, Per 3, TSE 1N.

71 Jug rim. Oblique slashed dec on neck. Gritty grey
fabric. Greenish-grey glz ext and partly int. 4124,
A1.54, Per 3.
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72 Jug with rod handle. Incised horiz lines on body.
Wheelthrown. Grey sandy fabric with abundant
rounded quartz up to 0.5mm and rare quartz to
1mm., commonly iron-stained. Dull greenish-
brown glz all over ext. Lower handle junction
sealed with clay plug int. 4286, A1.45, Per 3,
TSW4.

73 Jar/cookpot (rim and base). Gritty grey fabric 
with abundant very coarse rounded/polished
quartz up to 1.75mm, clear, milky and iron-stained.
Sparse calcareous inclusions. Collared rim with
band of greenish-brown glz internally (like
Minety). Also glaze on int base. Wheelthrown.
Heavily sooted ext. If not Thornbury possibly
South-east Wilts coarseware (BPT18C)? For similar
Minety form see Ponsford 1998, fig. 60.103. 3078,
A1.51, Per 3.

Bristol Redcliffe ware (Figs 6.11-16)

74 Complete (restored) Redcliffe pear-shaped jug.
Height 225mm. Applied thumbed horizontal strips
below rim and at max girth. Dark grey fabric with
pink surfaces. Flecked green glz all over ext (below
rim strip) and on neck int with large trails lower
down (upright firing?). Underside unglz. 4769,
A1.44, Per 3, TSW4.

75 Near-complete rounded jug. Height 245mm.
Plain except for horizontal grooves on shoulder.
Cream fabric with grey core. Some sparse
?limestone inclusions dissolved from int surface.
Rough underside with traces of wire-marks.
Some use-wear. Mottled green glz all over ext,
patchy near base. Inverted firing position. 7490,
A1.57, Per 4, TSW3.
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Fig. 6.11   Worcester ware (no. 69), Thornbury quartz gritted ware (nos 70-3) and Bristol Redcliffe ware (nos 74-5)
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76 Baluster jug profile. Height 295mm. Copper-green
glz all over int. Trail of glz splashes ext below
(missing) pouring lip. Inverted firing position. Two
elongated thumbed pits at base of handle. Base
dented in places. 7491, A1.57, Per 4, TSW3.

77 Near-profile baluster jug with bridge spout. Lacks
base. Row of applied pads of body clay on rim.
Over-fired cream/pale brown fabric. Dark spinach-
green glz all over ext and partly int in spout area.
Glz droplets on rim apex indicating inverted firing
position. 7490, A1.57, Per 4, TSW3.

78 Near-profile very large jug. Extant height 325mm.
About half the body circumference survives. Lacks
base and handle. Possibly made in 2 halves and
joined together in the middle – where a possible
seam is visible int. Bold throwing lines in upper
half; weak in lower half. Join disguised by applied
thumbed median strip. Similar strip below rim.
Small pouring lip. Light grey surfaces. All over ext
green glz. Probably inverted firing position. Late
14th-15thC. 7488, A1.57, Per 4, TSW3.

79 Profile Redcliffe rounded jug with decoration
comprising combed horizontal bands and central
incised wavy line. Height 205mm. Very flaky pink-
buff fabric – probably heat-altered. Base probably
scorched from use. Sparse white clay pellet grits
occasionally to 6mm across. All-over ext clear pale
green glz with darker flecks. 4769, A1.44, Per 3,
TSW4.

80 Tubular spout from export quality Redcliffe knight
jug plus body sherds probably from same vessel
(ident by M. Ponsford). Unfused sandy grey fabric
(like Ham Green B). Spout joined to body by solid
strut with flat top. Stabbed circular pits on both
sides of strut. Combed dec on spout. Jug body

with vertical triangular strips in body clay
separated by bands of combing. Mottled green glz
all over ext. Body sherds from Area 5, spout from
WB 10096. Probably 13thC. 2780 and 2781, A5.13,
Per 3, TSE1S.

81 Collared jug rim with bridge spout and applied
face mask. L60mm. Eyes and mouth in red clay
pads with stabbed details. Stylized ?hair fringe or
headband formed by row of red-brown clay pads
below spout lip. Probable ear on left side of head –
absent from right side. Trace of applied dec on jug
neck. Light greenish-brown glz all over ext with
iron brown flecks and iron ‘bleeding’ around face
outline. Probably inverted firing position. 2497,
A5.13, Per 3, TSE1S.

82 Applied ?monkey head probably from the side of
knight/puzzle jug. Stabbed facial features.Traces of
applied arms. Clear yellow glz all over ext. Brown
tinted glz droplet on crown (inverted firing). Max
L: 37mm. Width of head 21mm. Similar heads
known from Dublin. 2393, A5.20, Per 4, TSE1.

83 Jug spout with applied face mask. L55mm.
Prominent chin. Broken nose. Eyes in red clay pads
with central stabbed pit. Red slip on rim apex. Deep
green glz all over ext.3540, A1.56, Per 4, TSW2.

84 Jug spout with applied face mask. L45mm. Eyes
and mouth in red clay pads with central stabbed
pit. ?Hair fringe of notched red clay on rim apex.
Green glz all over ext. 3929, A1.59, Per 4, TSW4.

85 Jug spout with applied face mask. L46mm. Eyes in
red clay pads with central stabbed pit. Red slip on
rim apex. Clear yellow glz all over ext. 4543, A1.44,
Per 3, TSW4

86 3 views/photos. Puzzle jug rim? Slightly collared
with attached bridge spout (damaged) in shape of
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Fig. 6.12 Complete (restored) Bristol Redcliffe ware jug (no. 74)
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Fig. 6.13   Bristol Redcliffe ware
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a gaping face mask. L:78mm. Mask formed from
upper and lower pieces of modelled clay together
with applied beard below. Eyes in red clay with
deep central stabbed pit. Nose (damaged) deeply
stabbed too. Beard with knife-slashed details.
Traces of an applied (unglazed) feature or rib
below beard on jug wall. Pale greenish-brown
glaze all over ext and all over inside of jug neck.
Date c 1275-1350. 3048, A1.51, Per 3.

87 Fragment from a puzzle jug or knight jug?
L110mm. Vertical jug wall sherd with applied
narrow tubular spout flush with vessel wall and
secured by two wrap-around strips in red-painted
clay. Lower end of spout pierced through into
vessel cavity. Spout bore dia only 8mm. Post-
manufacture perforation (deliberate?) through
lower spout wall. Possible traces sooting int.

All-over greenish-brown glaze ext. 4692, A1.39,
Per 3, LD.

88 Small jar/cookpot. Dia: 114mm. Unfused sandy
dark grey fabric (like Ham Green B). Handmade
body with wheel-turned rim? Horizontal combed
dec on body. Large but probably accidental splashes
of dark green glz ext lower down and on rim, also
glz trails int. Heavily sooted ext and partly int.
Probably 13thC. 3518, A1.50, Per 3, LDW3.

89 Profile jar/cookpot decorated with bands of
lozenge rouletting on the body and rim (Ident by
M. Ponsford). Wheelthrown but with unfused light
grey fabric (like Ham Green A) with black very
heavily sooted ext surfaces including rim. Patches
and vertical dribbles of greenish glz int. Int base
also covered with glz, also with limey film from
use. 9139, A3.10, Per 2.
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Fig. 6.14 Decorative details on selected Bristol Redcliffe ware vessels
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90 Jar with bifid rim. Very worn. White/cream fabric
with yellowish patches of original surface. Traces
of thin clear glz on shoulder. Sparse white clay
pellets. Date c 1350-1525? 3536, A1.59, Per 4, TSW4.

91 Bunghole cistern. Complete lower half including
flat base and prominent tubular bunghole. Hard
fired. Mottled green glz all over int and ext –
patchy higher up. Base shows some use wear. 
Late 14th-15thC. 7488, A1.57, Per 4, TSW3.

92 Profile small handled pipkin. Pink fabric with
yellow glz on top of rim and ext from shoulder to
base. Light green flecked glz on base int. Clay plug
securing handle attachment int. Sooted ext. 7105,
A1.38, Per 3, TSW3.

93 Profile dish/skillet. Originally probably with a
handle. Base worn. Possible scar of a tripod foot

underside? Cream fabric. Mottled apple green glz
all over int. Sooted ext. 7472, A1.57, Per 4, TSW3.

94 Near-profile Tudor Green-style cup with bichrome
glz. Base probably knife-trimmed ext. Pale grey
fabric with buff surfaces. Bright green glz all over
ext and under base. Yellow glz all over int.
Inverted firing position. Context date c 1280-1350.
3844, A1.51, Per 3.

95 Rim from cresset (oil) lamp. Dia: 140mm. Grey
fabric. Clear yellowish glz with greenish patches.
Sooty deposit int, ext and partly over broken edge.
4289, A1.47, Per 3, TSW4.

96 Dish tray from pedestal oil lamp. Dia: 135mm.
Very hard light grey fabric. Bright green glz all
over int and ext except for knife-cut ?hollow in
base of pedestal. 3668, A1.85, Per 5, TSW3.
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Fig. 6.15 Bristol Redcliffe ware
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Fig. 6.16 Bristol Redcliffe ware: profile of cylindrical costrel (no. 97) and decorative details on nos 99-105; Reversed
Redcliffe ware (no. 106)
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Fig. 6.17   Malvernian ware (nos 107-9) and Tudor Green ware (nos 110-2)

97 Cylindrical costrel. Profile. L:152mm. Pale grey
fabric with all-over ext greenish-brown glz except
for flat ‘base’. Glz thicker on rim. 4769, A1.44, Per
3, TSW4.

98 Fragment of helmeted knight’s head from eques-
trian finial or aquamanile? Extant height 42mm.
Handmade, thick-walled. Crudely modelled
details including incised eye, trace of nose and
cable-like moulding on helmet possibly repre-
senting head dress/turban? Poorly mixed, off-
white, clay with pale grey core. Pale-dark
greenish-yellow glz all over ext. From late
medieval make up layer 2374, A5.20, Per 4, TSE1.

99 Ext and int views/photos. Jug kiln waster or
second? Rim dia: 120mm. Baluster jug with slender
neck, sub-collared rim and bridge spout. Severe
crack/flaw 30mm long through rim/neck – glazed
over break – vessel broken at this point. Pink fabric
with dark glossy greenish-brown glz all over ext
except spout. Inverted firing demonstrated by
glaze trails and droplets on rim. Row of applied
pads in body clay on rim. Applied vertical red
strips on neck. Horiz red strip at neck/body
junction and trace of curved red strip on front of
jug below this. Beard-like knife slashing below
spout. Yellowish glz with copper green flecks int as
far as shoulder. Max Ht: 160mm. Date c 1325-1350?
4745, A1.57, Per 4, TSW3.

100 Jug strap handle. Width 55mm. Crescent section.

Deeply slashed herringbone dec in centre. Ring
and dot stamps down both edges of handle. Deep
green glz all over ext. Rare type of dec. 2179, A5.16,
Per 4, TSE1.

101 Jug base (dia: 145mm), splayed form, with stacking
scar of jug rim in glaze underside. This also shows
the recessed or grooved margin characteristic of
many Redcliffe jug bases. Over-fired dark grey
fabric with cream margins. Clumsy manufacture
and finishing. Glossy greenish-brown glaze all
over ext and partly underside. White limescale-like
deposit all over int. Clear evidence that Redcliffe
jugs were generally fired in an inverted position.
Probably 14thC. 3759, A1.56, Per 4, TSW2.

102 Small ?drinking jug base max 19mm high – filed-
down flat for reuse. Unglz. Sooted/scorched ext.
Dia: 60mm. 3929, A1.59, Per 4, TSW4.

103 Jug body sherd with fleur-de-lys type stamp on red
clay pad. Green glz background. Pad dia: 24mm.
2410, A5.14, Per 3, TSE 1S.

104 Jug body sherd. Highly dec with vertical row of
red raspberry stamps 20mm diam and traces of
broad red painted vertical band/zone either side
enclosed by vertical applied strips. Green glz. 
L: 60mm. 4167, A1.51, Per 3.

105 Jug body sherd. Highly dec/north French-style
dec. Vertical red strips and pinched/elongated
pads of red clay. Green glz. Max L sherd: 107mm.
Prob 14thC. 3533, A1.57, Per 4, TSW3.
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Reversed Redcliffe ware (Fig. 6.16)

106 Four sherds of Reversed Redcliffe ware. All Area 1.
All with dark brown (clear) glaze both sides,
except 3749 (ext ony), and applied decoration in
white clay. Top left: Collared jug rim (dia: 110mm,
sherd width 41mm). 3874 A1.53 Per 3. Top right:
Jug neck with overlapping scale dec. 3797 A1.48
Per 3 LDW1. Bottom left: ?jug body sherd,
horizontal strip and joining arc (sherd width
46mm). 3875 A1.51 Per 3  Bottom right:?jug body
sherd with applied red ring and dot stamp, broad
applied strips/zones with incised sgraffito details.
3749 A1.59 Per 4 TSW4.

Malvernian ware (Fig. 6.17)

107 Early Malvernian ware. Jar/bowl with infolded
rim. Very coarse. Slightly sooted ext. Dia: 320mm.
Probably 13C. Phase date c 1150-1225. 7043, A1.23,
Per 2, TSW4.

108 Jar/cistern with inturned rim. Thumbed cordon on
rim. Faint combed wavy band dec ext under
speckled ?copper green glz. Splashes int. 4391,
A1.62, Per 4, LD.

109 Large tripod footed jar or cistern? Near-profile
minus rim. Fine sandy orange-red fabric with
sparse Malvernian grits. Patchy mottled ?copper
green glz all over lower int, also over upper 
two-thirds ext becoming denser towards top. 
1 surviving handle stub. 2 surviving tripod feet
(worn from use) with distinctive fluting/keying 
on inner face. Surviving ht: c 435mm. Context 
early 16th century oven fill. 4468, A1.85, Per 5,
TSW3.

Tudor Green ware (Fig. 6.17)

110 Profile chalice-shaped cup. Very fine white fabric.
All-over int bright green glz extending ext in large
patches. 4465, A1.85, Per 5, TSW3.

111 Tudor Green ware (or late Coarse Border ware) jar
with bifid rim. All-over ext glossy copper-flecked
green glz, partly over rim int. Very fine off-white
pipeclay like fabric with sparse quartz and red 
iron oxide to 1mm. If late fine CBW date probably
c 1480-1525. 3749, A1.59, Per 4 and 4381, A1.44, Per
3, TSW4.

112 Chafing dish or puzzle jug? Thickened flat-topped
rim (dia: c 150mm) with applied continuous 
crenellations through which knife-cut triangular
slots have been cut. Fine white fabric with copper-
green glz all over int and ext. 3929, A1.59, Per 4,
TSW4.

English stoneware (mainly Bristol) (Fig. 6.18)

113 Frag of Bristol stoneware conical sugar mould in
brown salt-glazed stoneware. Stamped inscription:
G. COX POTTER BRISTOL. Probably 1830s?
(Apprenticed Jan 1803, Bristol delftware/stone -
ware potters). Extant ht: 170mm. Max inscription
width 38mm. 2107, A5.24, Per 8.

114 Bristol stoneware conical sugar mould in brown
salt-glazed stoneware. Possibly a waster (lower
part distorted). Nozzle dia: 40mm, height (longest
piece) 180mm. Probably 1830s? 2107, A5.24, Per 8.

Bristol/Staffordshire slipware (Fig. 6.18)

115 Bristol/Staffordshire slipware. Near-complete
candlestick with dish/tray with handle scar.
Brown slip jewelled dec on both rims. Clear glz all
over ext. Tray dia: 104mm. Ht: 61mm. Date c 1690-
1750. 7229, A1.94, Per 7, TSW5.

Creamware and late white ‘china’ (Fig. 6.18)

116 Profile unglazed Creamware waster? Miniature
cylindrical ointment pot with traces of black
transfer inscription ‘[P]oor Mans [—-] Dr T[——]’ .
Rim dia: 46mm, base dia: 40mm. 6027, A2.6, Per 8,
TS.

117 Banded Creamware or Pearlware unglazed waster
from a cylindrical mug. Rim diam 70mm. Reeded
rim band painted blue. Dark grey background
(intended brown?) with hexafoil white slip rosettes
or daisies with blue centre. Blue band near base
(base missing). Small rim sherd from similar mug
with brown inlay on rim and brown body slip.
Date c 1800. 3482, A1.97, Per 8.

118 Saggar base of coarse cream fireclay (dia: c 330mm)
with small cockspur trivet stuck to interior. Interior
covered in clear straw-coloured yellow glz. Red
clay rod stuck to underside. Max width of frag
84mm. Associated with unglazed Creamware
wasters c 1760-1830.1312, A4.18, Per 8.

119 Two unglazed transfer-printed ?Pearlware wasters.
Dish rims. Top (A1 3482) with Chinese-style ‘Greek
key’, diaper and floral dec in black (intended
blue?). Max length 85mm. Bottom (A4 1277) ?soup
dish rim with floral dec in grey (intended pale blue
or green?). Max L: 43mm. Date c 1820-30? 1277,
A4.19 and 3482, A1.97, Per 9.

Normandy Gritty ware (Fig. 6.19)

120 Normandy Gritty ware. Splayed or pad jug base
with rouletted bands of chevron and nested
inverted chevron dec. Mottled green glaze all over
ext. Scorched/sooted from use. Milky quartz to
3mm, rare flint. 3842, A1.74, Per 5, TSW2.

Miscellaneous French wares (Fig. 6.19)

121 Misc French glazed ware (possibly Saintonge?).
Lobed cup rim with handle. V fine white fabric. 
V pale green glz all over with darker copper-green
flecks and streaks (for Saintonge egs see Hurst
1974, fig. 11.1-2). 4128, A1.59, Per 4, TSW4.

North French monochrome wares (Seine Valley) 
(Fig. 6.19)

122 Seine Valley whiteware (North French
monochrome). Jug rim. Hard, fine cream fabric.
Glossy dark green glz all over ext. 4286, A1.45, 
Per 3, TSW4.

123 Seine Valley whiteware (North French mono -
chrome). Jug with pad base. Applied vertical 
strips in dark red-brown clay with incised 
vertical lines (outlines?) between them. Thin 
pitted green glz all over ext. From probable 
contamination in natural alluvial deposit. 7162,
A1.1, Nat.
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Fig. 6.18 English stoneware (nos 113 and 114), Bristol/Staffordshire slipware (no. 115), Creamware and late white
‘china’ (nos 116-119)
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French fine white sandy ware (Fig. 6.19)
124 French fine white sandy ware (Loire Valley?).

Collared jug rim with complete bridge spout.
Applied vertical strips in body clay with oblique
notched dec – possibly rouletted? At least 2 strips
on side and two others joined to base of spout.
Fine off-white/very pale grey fabric. Rich copper-
flecked green glz all over ext and rim apex.
Probably inverted firing position. 3772, A1.15, 
Per 2, TSW2.

Saintonge mottled green glazed ware (Fig. 6.20)

125 Saintonge ware. Jug base with incised owner’s
mark. Diam 140mm. Sooted. Green glaze ext. See
similar mark from Dublin (McCutcheon 2006, Fig.
48.2). 3929, A1.59, Per 4, TSW4.

126 Saintonge ware. Applied (detached) coin-like
stamped pad with central 6-pointed star design
and beads in background. Dia: c 25mm. Green
glazed. Probably from a jug. For similar from
Southampton see Brown 2002, fig. 21.201. 3536,
A1.59, Per 4, TSW4.

127 Unglazed Saintonge whiteware jug sherd with

bichrome painted decoration. Possibly showing a
very naturalistic rope or cord outlined in black
with yellow ochre infill. Traces of uncertain bill-
hook shaped element beside this (heraldic?).
Discoloured off-cream wash background – rubbed
off in places. Fine fabric with sparse coarse quartz.
L: 65mm. 3152, A1.64, Per 4, LDW1.

Saintonge red-painted whiteware (Fig. 6.20)

128 Saintonge red-painted whiteware. Fine sandy v
lightweight pale cream body sherd. Knife-trimmed
ext with broad oblique band of red-brown slip and
trace of another parallel 17mm away. Width 60mm.
Poss late med. 3030, A1.97, Per 4, TSW3.

Beauvais double-slipped sgraffito ware (Fig. 6.20)

129 Beauvais double-slipped sgraffito ware. Dish rim.
Diam 230mm. Int surface covered with a lower red
slip and a white slip over this. Sgraffito designs cut
through white slip to reveal red slip beneath.
Stylized ?foliage band on rim with areas of clear,
green and blue glaze. 3982, A1.94, Per 7, TSW5.
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Fig. 6.19 French imported wares: Normandy Gritty ware (no. 120), Miscellaneous French wares (no. 121), North
French monochrome wares (Seine Valley) (nos 122-3) and French fine white sandy ware (no. 124)

Fig. 6.20 French and Iberian imported wares: Saintonge mottled green glazed ware (nos 125-7), Saintonge red-painted
whiteware (no. 128), Beauvais double-slipped sgrafitto ware (no. 129) and Seville Columbia plain ware (no. 138)
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Fig. 6.21 Reconstruction of a late Saintonge chafing dish
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Late Saintonge chafing dish (Fig. 6.21)

130 Late Saintonge ware. Applied moulded rosette
decoration and part of the bowl of a chafing dish
(Hurst Type IV openwork chafing dish c 1550-
1600). Diam of rosette c 50mm. Rosette yellow-
brown glazed. Traces of simulated folded tunic,
green glazed, probably representing Virgin and
Child with rosette at Virgin’s feet. Bowl fragment
with trace of pedestal base (sooted over break) 
and handle scar, unglazed ext except trace of green
glz at top. Yellow glazed all over int with trace of
green at top. (Scanned insert of similar chafing
dish from London taken from Hurst 1974). 3832,
A1.87, Per 6, TSW3.

Iberian micaceous redwares (Merida-type) (Fig. 6.22)

131 Profile carinated bowl/dish. Incised horizontal
groove and combed wavy band dec ext. Underside
of base possibly fettled. Heavily sooted ext, and int
to about half way down. Oxidised fabric with
white mica up to 2mm. 7472, A1.57, Per 4, TSW3.

132 Profile shallow dish with internal burnishing.
Burnishing int lower walls and base. Underside 
of base apparently mica-dusted but fettling of the
circumference has left only a patch of this in the
centre. Orange-pink fabric. 3736, A1.59, Per 4, TSW4.

Andalusian lustreware (Fig. 6.22)

133 Andalusian lustreware. Jug rim. Off-cream fabric.
Decayed tin glaze all over int and ext. No
surviving evidence of decoration. Probably 14th
century. 3044, A1.55, Per 4, TSW1.

134 Andalusian lustreware. Dish rim (diam 270mm).
Buff fabric. Very decayed brownish tin glaze all over
int and ext. No surviving evidence of decoration.
Probably 14th century. 3204, A1.78, Per 5, TSW3.

Valencian lustreware (Figs 6.22-23)

135 Valencian lustreware. Three sherds (non-joining)
from the lower wall of a small dish/bowl with a
slightly carinated ext profile. Very pale buff-brown
fabric. Complex Malagan-style decoration inter-

nally in brown (copper) lustre and unusually pale
cobalt blue. Scheme comprises a Star of David
interlaced with a rosette. Intervening areas filled
with lustre spirals. Traces of horizontal lustre band
externally. Reconstruction based on Carru 1995, no.
61. Date c 1325-1350. 4129, A1.59, Per 4, TSW4.

136 Valencian lustreware. Dish rim (dia: 220mm). Plain
flanged form with slight groove behind lip. Faint
traces of lustre band on lip of rim. ‘Ghosts’ of 2-3
faded concentric lustre bands on upper surface of
rim. Faint pale blue line filling rim groove.
Yellowish-brown fabric with tin glaze all over int
and ext. Date probably 15th century. 3229, A1.64,
Per 4, LDW1

Seville Columbia plain ware (Figs 6.20 and 6.22)

137 Seville Columbia Plain. Dish base. Worn, soft,
chalky-textured off-white/cream fabric. Thin white
tin glaze all over int and ext. Knife-trimmed ext.
3000, A1.97, Per 8.

138 Seville Columbia Plain. Small handled dish-like
form (escudilla) with prominent footring. Upper
and lower parts made separately. Fine cream-buff
fabric. Upper walls thin and carinated higher up.
Ext scar and base of strap handle. White tin glaze
all over. Internally one diametrical half of the vess
(in plan) is green-glazed, the other half is white
(‘double dipped’). Very thick vertical trail of green
glaze also ext and green patch under handle.Green
glaze mostly thick, partly decayed and iridescent.
Date c 1550-1600. 3047, A1.86, Per 6, TSW1.

CERAMIC BUILDING MATERIAL
by Cynthia Poole
A total of 1076 fragments (132.5kg) of ceramic
building material were recovered from all areas of
the excavations, except Area 2. The main compo-
nents of the medieval assemblage are summarised
and illustrated below; a limited range of post-
medieval material including pantile, brick and Delft
wall tile is described in the full version of this report
(see DVD). A range of fabrics were identified, which
for the most part appear to be locally or regionally
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Fig. 6.22   Iberian imported wares: Iberian micaceous redwares (Merida type) (nos 131-2), Andalusian lusterware
(nos 133-4), Valencian lusterware (nos 135-6) and Seville Columbia plain ware (nos 137-8)
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produced for the medieval and post-medieval
material and from larger scale production centres
serving a wider area in the later post-medieval to
early modern periods.

The medieval ceramic building material: 
an overview
The roof tile consisted predominantly of medieval
crested ridge tile, together with some louvre and

finial fragments of the same date. In addition, a
small quantity of unglazed plain ridge tile probably
of late medieval date was present, but flat roof or
peg tile was largely absent apart from a few
fragments of late medieval or post-medieval date.
The medieval roof tile was made in a limited
number of fabrics with a high sand content. The
most common was Redcliffe ware, usually fired to a
grey or pale brown core with a light orange-red,
creamy yellow or beige surface and margins.

Fig. 6.23 Reconstruction of a Valencian lustreware dish or bowl
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    The ridge tiles measured 8-15mm thick and were
usually evenly finished with regular edges and a
fairly angular profile with a curving apex. The sides
were usually fairly flat, only curving close to the
ridge apex. The end rims were frequently thickened,
sometimes resulting in a very rounded bulbous
profile. They were glazed in varying shades of green,
light and dark green, olive or greyish green, amber
and brown, evenly applied in most cases, though not
always extending right to the edges or becoming
patchy and sporadic towards the edge and in some
cases over the crest. A range of crest types were
present, with triangular or pyramidal spurs, most
frequently cut to shape. The triangular crest spurs
were either parallel-sided or tapered with straight or
concave sides and with a flat or concave edge
depending on whether the trough between spurs
was cut as a concave scoop or V-shaped. A very small
number of hand-moulded examples were also found.
Seven different types of crest and spur design were
identified (Figs 6.24-26).
    Although most crest types identified were spread
across Periods 3 to 6, three types have more
restricted date ranges. The hand-moulded or finger-
squeezed varieties (nos 9-10) are generally regarded
as the oldest type, though only one occurred in
Period 3 and the others in Period 6. At Oxford the
change from hand moulded to cut spurs occurred
about the end of the 13th century (Jope 1951). Crests
with a triangular spur pierced by a large semi-
circular aperture (nos 11-12) were strongly associ-
ated with Period 3, while triangular spurs keyed by
multiple closely spaced parallel knife cuts (no. 8)
were characteristic of Periods 4 to 5. One ridge tile
has the edge of an opening in the apex for an
integral finial or louvre.
    The absence of peg tiles and the presence of local
sandstone roofing (see Shaffrey, below) suggest that
the ridge tiles were used in conjunction with these.
The crested ridge tile is first found in 12th-century
contexts, though it is most common in deposits of
mid 13th- to 15th-century date, by which time it had
probably become a common feature of roofing. Local
authorities in urban areas encouraged the use of
stone or ceramic roofing as a means of minimising
house fires. The ridge tile also occurred frequently in
16th- to 17th-century contexts and this may indicate
the period during which medieval roofing was
being replaced with flat peg tiles or pantiles. 
    A small number of fragments of finials and
louvres were found, and context 2348 (A5.20, Per 4)
produced several large fragments (all with fresh
breaks suggesting that originally the louvre
survived as a substantial part or even near
complete; no. 14). This appears to be a free-standing
louvre of Dunning’s (1975) Type 1, with a large
semi-circular opening in the base >65mm high,
which would slot over a ridge tile or the ridge beam.
In the same context was a slightly tapering cylin-
drical column forming the narrow stem or top
pinnacle of a finial or louvre. Other examples of
finials were rare. The majority of finials and louvres

came from mid-13th to 14th-century deposits,
mainly garden soils and pit fills, though a small
quantity occurred in late 14th- to mid 16th-century
contexts (make-up layer, path, pit and well fills).
This range of types is typical of the main period of
manufacture and use of this type of roof furniture.
    Eight fragments (633g) of floor tile were found in
contexts dating from the late 12th to 16th centuries.
All are of medieval date, the majority being encaustic
bichrome floor tiles generally dated to the 13th to
14th century. One was plain and unglazed and two
plain and glazed dark brown. The encaustic
bichrome tiles (nos 17-20) are all fragmentary and
were made in a uniform red clay fabric containing a
high density of medium and coarse quartz sand. This
is similar in character and probably equivalent to
Fabric 1 from St Bartholmew’s Hospital (Williams
1998). They had an amber glaze showing yellow over
the inlaid pipe clay decoration and brown or
greenish amber over the fired clay ground. The
decorated floor tiles are of 13th- to 14th-century date
and equivalent to Group 1 (late 13th century) or
Group 3 type (early 14th-century) floor tiles as
described by Williams (ibid.). This type of tile is
normally associated with higher status buildings,
commonly occurring in ecclesiastical buildings, or
those of the nobility or wealthy merchants. The
presence of a small number of decorated tiles
suggests some of the buildings had aspirations to
grandeur.

Distribution and significance
Concentrations of roof furniture (louvres and
finials) and floor tiles were found in properties
TSE1/1S, TSW3 and TSW4, which also produced
the largest quantities of tile generally. This may
merely be a reflection of the larger areas of these
properties that were excavated. The presence of
floor tiles in TSW1 and TSW2 indicates these may
have been of similar status. Although the full
extents of properties LDW2 and 3 were not within
the excavation, the sparse amount of tile suggests
they did not have substantial buildings on them
during the medieval period, perhaps forming the
gardens to adjacent buildings. The excavated area of
LDW1 is similar to LDW2 and 3, but has produced
a much greater quantity of building material,
suggesting a building was constructed on this plot
during the 13th or 14th centuries, in contrast to the
adjacent properties. Evidence for demolition during
the 16th century found in the excavations is
reflected by increased quantities of ridge tile found
in Period 5 or 6 on some properties.

Catalogue of illustrated ceramic building
material (Figs 6.24-6.28)
1 Ridge tile: One end of a tile with complete cross-

section and four crest spurs of crest type 1a with
concave cut scoop between triangular spurs and
keying type of single knife stab mark on one side
of each spur. 3749, A1.59, Per 4, TSW4.
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Fig. 6.24 Ridge tiles, nos 1-7
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2 Ridge tile with crest type 1c with single circular –
oval skewer keying. 3367, A1.64, Per 4, LDW1.

3 Ridge tile with crest type 3 – asymmetric triangular
crest spurs with single triangular skewer or nail
stab keying. 3371, A1.64, Per 4, LDW1.

4 Ridge tile with crest type 1c very shallow keying in
form of cross made with flat-ended blade. 3042,
A1.56, Per 4, TSW2.

5 Ridge tile with crest type 2 – end spur bisected by
rim with small lentoidal diagonal blade stab on
one side only. 4593, A1.79, Per 5, TSW3.

6 Ridge tile with crest type 2 with angular cut scoop

between triangular spurs and a single large
diagonal lentoidal blade mark keying one per spur
one side only. 4688, A1.57, Per 4, TSW3.

7 Ridge tile with crest type 2 with single vertical flat
ended blade keying one side only. 7488, A1.57, Per
4, TSW3.

8 Ridge tile with crest type 4 triangular crest spur
with rounded apex and concave scoop with
vertical closely spaced knife keying continuously
along base on both sides of crest. 3280, A1.64, Per
4, LDW1.

9 Ridge tile with crest type 6 detached hand
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Fig. 6.25 Ridge tiles, nos 8-12
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moulded pyramidal spur. 3038, A1.88, Per 6,
LDW1.

10 Ridge tile with crest type 7 very shallow, hand
moulded and pinched pyramidal spur. 3559,
A1.74, Per 5, TSW2.

11 Ridge tile with crest type 5 triangular spur with
rounded top and concave scoop, spur pierced
by semi-circular aperture. 2329, A5.12, Per 3,
TSE1N.

12 Ridge tile with crest type 5 end section showing
crest form beginning with concave scoop and start

From Bridgehead to Brewery
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Fig. 6.26 Ridge tiles, nos 13a-13e

of spur pierced by semi-circular aperture. 1299,
A4.9, Per 3, TSE2.

13 Ridge tiles with decorative applied strip with
thumb-pressed pie-crust decoration: a 2393, A1.57,
Per 4, TSW3; b 2398, A1.79, Per 5, TSW3; c 2410,
A5.20, Per 4, TSE1; d 3585, A5.13, Per 3, TSE1S;
e 7491, A5.14, Per 3, TSE1S.

14 Louvre with part of base with aperture to fix over
ridge, central section with curved apex of lower
aperture with cordon above and part of upper
section with circular vents and hoods and knob
which probably formed a finial surmounting the
louvre. 2348, A5.20, Per 4, TSE1.

15 Finial or louvre possibly section of decorative
trailed curlicew attached to neck. 3746, A1.59, Per
4, TSW4.

16 Finial or louvre – fragment with angular cordon –
possibly from base of hollow spike surmounting
the apex of a finial. 2150, A5.16, Per 4, TSE1.

17 Floor tile: corner fragment of encaustic bichrome
tile with inlaid decoration of floral or foliate
pattern in yellow on amber ground; small
conchoidal scoop in base. 3047, A1.86, Per 6,
TSW1.

18 Floor tile: corner fragment of encaustic bichrome
tile with inlaid decoration of part of fleur-de-lys
set diagonally across tile with trefoil in corner,
yellow on amber ground; small conchoidal scoop
in base. 3536, A1.59, Per 4, TSW4.

19 Floor tile: fragment of encaustic bichrome tile with
inlaid decoration of dotted circle enclosing a
quatrefoil in yellow on amber ground; parts of two
small conchoidal scoops in base. 3541, A1.56, Per 4,
TSW2.

20 Floor tile: fragment of encaustic bichrome tile with
inlaid decoration of star or flower with 6 pointed
petals set in corner and dotted centre separated by
thin straight line at right angles to edge from
another band of decoration, in yellow on amber
ground; small conchoidal scoop in base. 3746,
A1.59, Per 4, TSW4.
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Fig. 6.28 Finials/louvres and floor tiles, nos 15-20

Fig. 6.27 Louvre (no. 14)
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CLAY TOBACCO PIPES by David Higgins 

Overview of the assemblage
A total of 701 fragments of clay tobacco pipe were
recovered from the excavations, comprising 106
bowl fragments, 557 stem fragments and 38 mouth-
pieces. There is also one piece of extruded pottery
kiln furniture made of white clay. The assemblage
contains a total of 35 marked pipe bowls, including
18 stamped marks, 11 moulded cartouche marks
and 7 moulded heel or spur marks (one pipe has
both a stamped and a cartouche mark). There are 14
fragments with moulded decoration, one fragment
from a coiled pipe and seven fragments with traces
of a mouthpiece coating (four with a red coating
and three with green glaze). The pipe fragments
from the site as a whole range from the early 17th
century through to the early 20th century.
    Bristol was one of the most important pipe
production centres in Britain, particularly for the
export trade, and pipes from the city are commonly
found on colonial sites ranging from Canada to 
the Caribbean and beyond. Studies in the 1970s
(Jackson and Price 1974; Walker 1977) established
the importance of the Bristol industry and there
have been a number of excavated groups published
since that date (see full report on DVD for refer-
ences). Most of these more recently published
groups, however, are predominantly of 19th-
century date and so the Finzel’s Reach assemblage
is important in pro viding a broad sample of
products dating from the early 17th century right
through to the end of the 19th century. The general
range of bowl forms, marks and decoration encoun-
tered in Bristol was set out by Jackson and Price
(1974) and their publication, together with Price’s
(2007) updated list of makers, still forms the basis
for the study of pipes from the city. The importance
of the Finzel’s Reach assemblage lies in the fact that
it has allowed additional forms and marks to be
added to the existing corpus, while at the same time
enabling more detailed die drawings of the best
mark impressions to be prepared. Previous publica-
tions on Bristol have focussed particularly on
marked pipes and so this site is useful in allowing a
range of plain bowl forms to be illustrated, particu-
larly for the early period (Fig. 6.30 nos 1-4). 
    The early Bristol pipes (Fig. 6.30 nos 1-5) tend to
have the milling set very close to the rim and the
forms tend to be a little ‘top heavy’, a feature that is
perhaps more apparent when they are viewed end-
on rather than in profile. Pit group 4151 provides a
useful comparison of the bowl forms that were in
contemporary use (nos 3-5). It is interesting to note
how much larger the RB pipe (no. 5) is when
compared with the other bowls and that it is one of
the very few burnished pipes from the excavations.
This was clearly a better quality product and its size
may well be more to do with its style and status
rather than suggesting it is of a slightly later date. It is
surprisingly similar to no. 1, which is also very neatly

finished, since they both share a very globular body
to the bowl and milling set right at the rim.
    The kiln waste from feature 2194 (Fig. 6.30 no. 6;
see below) provides a small but interesting insight
into pipe production in the city, particularly since the
manufacturer, Flower Hunt, may well have been a
mould maker as well. This is particularly pertinent
given the marked difference in the style of the bowls
that he and his brother John made (Fig. 6.30 nos 6-7),
which diverge markedly from the earlier forms
produced in Bristol (Fig. 6.30 nos 1-5). John and
Flower Hunt moved to Bristol from Norton St Philip,
Somerset, where a more sinuous, curved bowl style
was in vogue and they may well have influenced the
evolution of later 17th-century Bristol forms by
bringing this style of pipe, and the associated mould-
making skills, to the city with them.
    An imported pipe from Shropshire (Fig. 6.31 no.
27) provides evidence for the inland trade that
formed an integral part of Bristol’s trading networks.
The style of the relief stamp on the Shropshire pipe
contrasts markedly with the stamped marks used in
Bristol, all of which are incuse. The Shropshire pipe
also stands out because of its good quality and finely
burnished surface, a finishing technique rarely used
in Bristol. The late 17th- to early 18th-century Bristol
styles are nicely represented by a group from 3011,
the fill of a drain (Fig. 6.31 nos 18-24). The markedly
curved profile of some of these forms harks back to
the styles introduced by the Hunts during the third
quarter of the century. The drain group is dominated
by heel forms, although there is one rather chunky
spur form present (no. 23). In contrast, by the 18th
century, spur forms had become the dominant type
and developed much more elegant forms with
thinner walls (Fig. 6.32 nos 31-35). Only one of the
18th-century bowls with cartouche marks exhibits a
heel form (Fig. 6.32 no. 30), with all the others being
spur types. 
    Alongside the heel and spur forms, export style
pipes without either a heel or spur were being
produced. These are very common in colonial contexts
but very rarely found in this country, even in the big
centres such as London and Bristol where they were
mainly being produced. One late 17th-century
example was recovered from these excavations (Fig.
6.32 no. 28) and another of late 18th or early 19th-
century date (Fig. 6.32 no. 38). This latter example is
very crudely made, with poor quality decoration,
manufacturing and finish, which suggests that by this
date rather poor quality pipes were being made for at
least some of the export markets.
    Moulded bowl decoration appears during the 18th
century and an early style with sprays of flowers on
the mould seams was recovered from 3031 (Fig. 6.32
no. 37). Later examples from the excavations are
primarily decorated with flutes and/or leaf decorated
seams, but the decoration is often rather crudely
executed: for example, the leaves are typically formed
by simple strokes without any attempt at mid-rib or
serrated edges. There is one stem with an unusual and
neatly engraved decorative scheme (Fig. 6.34 no. 57)
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but it is not certain whether this was a Bristol product
or an import from elsewhere. There is also part of a
coiled pipe (Fig. 6.34 no. 58), a novelty item of a style
that occurs from c 1760-1840 but which was particu-
larly in vogue during the early 19th century (Higgins
2005, 38).

The latest period to be really well represented from
the excavations dates from c 1830-50 when two cellar
groups provide a good indication of the styles in use.
Three examples are illustrated from 6030 (Fig. 6.33
nos 43-45) and seven from 6027 (Figs 6.33-34 nos 46-
52). Pipes marked JW are present in both of these
groups (Fig. 6.33 nos 45-46), which are likely to be
very close in date. Up until around 1800-20 the bases
of heels or spurs were often smoothed or cut to
remove the mould seam (for example, Fig. 6.33 no.
40), but none of the examples from these later two
groups have been treated in this way. The bowl forms
are all spur types and often have the spur set well
back underneath the bowl. The forms are either plain
or simply decorated and sometimes the mould halves
are very poorly aligned, suggesting that the industry
was concentrating on cheap, mass-produced pipes at
this period. Three stem or mouthpiece fragments
from these groups had remains of a red paint coating
for the tips (Fig. 6.34 no. 56) and there is a mouthpiece
from 3648 with a thick red paint or wax coating as
well. Three other fragments from elsewhere on the
site of late 18th- or early 19th-century date had green
glaze on them, showing that tip coatings in various
media were regularly applied during this period.
Glazed tips appear to be particularly associated with

pipe production in the west and north of the country
and there appears to have been a slight preference for
green tips in the western half of the country and
brown tips in the Pennines and north-east.

The pipe kiln
Feature 2192 (A5.21) formed part of a later element of
outbuilding 20036 located towards the rear of
property TSE1(S) on the east frontage of Temple
Street. Evidence for a staircase indicated that this
outbuilding was probably of more than one storey.
The hearth appears to have been built at the same
time as the westward extension of the outbuilding
and comprised stone slabs on the north, south and
east sides, with horizontal slabs on its base that
formed an internal ‘shaft’ about 0.20m wide and
1.0m long (Fig. 6.29a). There was a thin deposit of
charcoal/burning at the base of this feature after
which it was infilled with stone/brick rubble (2194)
that contained fourteen pipe fragments.

The significance of the pipe fragments from 2194
lies in the fact that they appear to comprise a group of
production wasters from a pipe kiln, rather than
simply being domestic items that have been burnt in
a hearth. Several of the fragments are over-fired so
that the fabric had started to vitrify and in some cases
it had become warped and blistered/encrusted on its
surface (Fig. 6.29b). Five of the stems had not had
their seams trimmed during manufacture, which is a
very unusual flaw since this defect would have been
readily apparent as they were being placed in the

Fig. 6.29 a) Hearth 2192 as excavated; b) Overfired pipes and untrimmed stems with fired clay adhering from
context 2194 (photo D A Higgins)
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kiln. Furthermore, these five pieces (representing at
least three different pipes) also have traces of fired
pipe clay adhering to them, which is probably the
result of their having been built into a pipe kiln
muffle. This raises the possibility that pipes broken
during manufacture but before being trimmed were
deliberately fired so as to provide material for use in
muffle construction.
    The origin of the kiln waste is provided by the two
bowls from fill 2194, which are both marked
FLO/WER.H/VNT (Fig. 6.29b and Fig. 6.30 no. 6),
although one is barely legible because of surface
encrustation. Flower Hunt became a freeman of
Bristol in 1651 and was a founder member of the pipe
makers’ guild in 1652. He lived just across the river
from the site in Castle Street, where he also served as
chief constable of Castle Ward. His probate inventory
of 1672 not only includes eight pipe moulds but also
shows that he had a forge and suggests he may have
been involved in making clocks and pipe moulds as
well as in pipe making itself (Price 2007).
    It is often assumed that pipemakers lived and
worked at a single address, with their workshop being
located behind the main dwelling house. The hearth
excavated on this site fits this pattern, since it is located
in an outbuilding and the intense burning, together
with waste pipes in its fill, point to it being the ash pit
from below the base of a pipe kiln. The marked pipes
indicate that this kiln was being used by Flower Hunt
and it raises the possibility he had a workshop
separate from his residence, since he is known to have
lived elsewhere. Although some two centuries later, it
may be significant that there were pubs named The
Pipers Arms in Temple Backs in 1851 and The Pipe
Makers Arms in Temple Street in 1866 (www.bristol-
slostpubs.eu accessed 6.4.11), suggesting an associa-
tion between pipemaking and this area of the city.
Very little is known about the size, form and layout of
pipe workshops, and so this excavated example is
particularly important, since it is one of the very few
instances anywhere in the country where a kiln has
been found associated with workshop remains.

Catalogue of illustrated pipes (Figs 6.30-6.34)
The most diagnostic fragments from this site have been
illustrated at 1:1 and the following catalogue gives a
suggested date for each example, together with details of its
appearance and attributes. Burnished surfaces are
indicated with light broken lines. Incuse lettering for the
marks is shown solid and relief lettering in outline. The
bowl forms have been illustrated at life size with the mark
details at twice life size (twice the size of the scale bar). The
author is particularly grateful to Dr Susie White for
producing the pipe illustrations for this paper. The die
details were drawn by the author.

1 Heel bowl of c 1610-1640 with a bottered and fully
milled rim. Early bowl form, with milling set very
close to the rim and a very bulbous body – both
characteristics shared with the larger RB pipe (no.
5). This piece has a very glossy fabric, giving an
egg-shell finish but it does not appear to have been

burnished. The stem bore is unmeasurable. 2197,
A5.22, Per 6, TSE1.

2 Heel bowl of c 1630-1650 with a bottered and fully
milled rim. Neat bowl form with the milling set
close to the rim. Stem bore 8/64”. 4150, A1.87, Per
6, TSW3.

3 Heel bowl of c 1620-1650 with a bottered and fully
milled rim. The stem bore is unmeasurable. 4151,
A1.87, Per 6, TSW3.

4 Heel bowl of c 1620-1650 with a bottered and fully
milled rim. Neat and competently finished bowl.
Stem bore 9/64”. 4151, A1.87, Per 6, TSW3.

5 Heel bowl of c 1620-1650 with a bottered and fully
milled rim. One of two bowls from this context
that are marked RB for Richard Berryman, who
was working from at least 1619 until his death in
1649 (although his wife may have continued to 
use his mark until her death in 1660; Price 2007,
Working List of Bristol Pipemakers). This example
has a much larger bowl than other pipes from the
same context and has a distinctive bulbous upper
body with milling set right at the rim (similar to
the form of no. 1). This bowl has a good glossy
finish and has been finely (and lightly) burnished.
In contrast, the other marked bowl (only the heel
survives) has not. The incuse stamped maker’s
mark reads RB (Higgins Die 2173; Cast 648.23).
Stem bore 9/64”. 4151, A1.87, Per 6, TSW3.

6 Heel bowl of c 1650-1670 with a bottered and fully
milled rim. This bowl is probably a kiln waster
since it has been overfired to a near stoneware
fabric and has a matt, slightly encrusted surface.
There is another very overfired and encrusted heel
from the same context with the same mark. At
least four of the stems from the same context have
not had their seams trimmed and appear to have
pipe clay adhering, probably as a result of being
built into a kiln muffle. Flower Hunt became a
Freeman of Bristol in 1651 and died in 1671/2,
although the family business was probably
continued by his widow, Christian, until her death
in 1690 (Price 2007). The bowl form is of a distinc-
tive Somerset style, which was probably intro-
duced to Bristol by the family. The incuse stamped
maker’s mark reads FLOWER HVNT (Higgins 
Die 2119; Cast 649.17). Stem bore 8/64”. 2194,
A5.21, Per 6, TSE1S.

7 Heel bowl of c 1650-1670 with a bottered rim and
an average burnish; not milled. Distinctive
Somerset style pipe of John Hunt, originally from
Norton St Philip, and probably Flower Hunt’s
younger brother, who became a freeman of Bristol
in 1651 (Price 2007). The incuse stamped maker’s
mark reads IOHN HVNT (Higgins Die 1017; Cast
649.19). Stem bore 9/64”. 2061, A5.25, Per 7.

8 Heel fragment of c 1660-1680 with partial incuse
stamped mark probably originally reading WC
(similar marks of c 1660-80 are known; Cast
649.16). Stem bore 8/64”. 2115, A5.24, Per 8.

9 Heel fragment of c 1660-1680 with an incuse
stamped IT mark that can be attributed to John
Tucker (I), who was made a freeman of Bristol in
1662 and died in 1688/9 (Price 2007; Cast 649.20).
Stem bore 8/64”. 2061, A5.25, Per 7.

10 Heel bowl of c 1660-1680 with a bottered and
three-quarters milled rim. Early style of RN heel
stamp (Higgins Die 2175; Cast 649.15), which can
be attributed to Richard Nunney of Bristol.
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Fig. 6.30 Clay tobacco pipes, nos 1-15
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Fig. 6.31 Clay tobacco pipes, nos 16-27
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Nunney was a founder member of the Bristol
Guild in 1652 and died in 1698 although his widow
was probably still alive in 1719 and could have
continued the business after his death (Price 2007).
Distinctive Bristol style of bi-conical bowl form.
Stem bore 9/64”. 3648, A1.93, Per 7, TSW4.

11 Heel bowl ofc 1670-1700 with a bottered and
milled rim. Heel bowl stamped RN (Higgins Die
1596; Cast 649.14), which can be attributed to
Richard Nunney of Bristol. Nunney was a founder
member of the Bristol Guild in 1652 and died in
1698 although his widow was probably still alive
in 1719 and could have continued the business
after his death (Price 2007). Distinctive Bristol style
of biconical bowl form. Stem bore 9/64”. 3024,
A1.82, Per 5, LDW1.

12 Spur bowl of c 1690-1710 with a bottered and fully
milled rim. The base of the spur has been flattened
but not trimmed. Stem bore 8/64”. 2141, A5.22, Per
6, TSE1.

13 Spur bowl of c 1680-1720 with a bottered and
milled rim. The base of the spur has been trimmed.
Stem bore 8/64”. 2001, A5.26, Per 9.

14 Spur bowl of c 1690-1720 with a bottered and fully
milled rim. The base of the spur has been flattened
but not trimmed. The stem bore is unmeasurable.
2001, A5.26, Per 9.

15 Heel bowl of c 1680-1720 with a one quarter milled
rim. Lightly bottered rim, still showing clear signs
of having been cut horizontally. The mould has
rather a striated surface and Stem bore 7/64”. 2001,
A5.26, Per 9.

16 Heel bowl of c 1680-1720 with a bottered and fully
milled rim. There is a very ‘flat’ botter to the rim
with the milling set very close to it. The pipe is
poorly made with folds and stretch marks in the
clay and the rim is crudely finished. Made by
either William Evans I, free 1660, or II, free 1667
(probably cousins), who between them were
working in Bristol from 1660-1725 (Price 2007).
William I died in Jamaica in 1685/6 and so this
particular piece is most likely to have been made
by William II. The incuse stamped maker’s mark
reads WE (Higgins Die 2174; Cast 649.21). Stem
bore 8/64”. 2061, A5.25, Per 7.

17 Heel bowl of c 1680-1720 with a bottered and one
quarter milled rim. Although the rim is bottered, it
is a very ‘flat’ botter, with little shape to it. Stem
bore 8/64”. 3023, A1.97, Per 8.

18 Heel bowl of c 1680-1710 with a bottered and
three-quarters milled rim. Although the rim is
bottered, it is a very ‘flat’ botter, with little shape to
it. Stem bore 8/64”. 3011, A1.100, Per 6, LDW3.

19 Heel bowl of c 1690-1720 with a bottered and half
milled rim. Although the rim is bottered, it is a
very ‘flat’ botter, with little shape to it. Stem bore
9/64”. 3011, A1.100, Per 6, LDW3.

20 Heel bowl of c 1680-1700 with a bottered and half
milled rim. Heel bowl stamped RN (Higgins Die
1596; Cast 649.13), which can be attributed to
Richard Nunney of Bristol. Nunney was a founder
member of the Bristol Guild in 1652 and died in
1698 although his widow was probably still alive
in 1719 and could have continued the business
after his death (Price 2007). Stem bore 8/64”. 3011,
A1.100, Per 6, LDW3.

21 Heel bowl of c 1680-1710 with a cut and one
quarter milled rim. Heel stamped with the incuse,

unbordered letters RT (Higgins Die 1377; Cast
649.12) for one of the Robert Tippets, who were
working from 1660 until well into the 18th century.
This example was almost certainly made by Robert
II, who took his freedom in 1678 and died in 1722
(Price 2007). A heel fragment from the same
context is of the same form and with the same type
of mark, but both the die and mould types are
different, showing that more than one set of
outwardly identical tools were in use at this time.
Stem bore 8/64”. 3011, A1.100, Per 6, LDW3.

22 Heel bowl of c 1680-1710 with a cut and wiped
rim. The heel is stamped with an incuse RT mark
(Higgins Die 2129; Cast 649.10) for one of the
Robert Tippets, who were working from 1660 until
well into the 18th century. This example was
almost certainly made by Robert II, who took his
freedom in 1678 and died in 1722 (Price 2007).
Stem bore 7/64”. 3011, A1.100, Per 6, LDW3.

23 Spur bowl of c 1690-1710 with a bottered and one
quarter milled rim. A large, chunky spur form.
Although the rim is bottered, it is a very ‘flat’
botter, with little shape to it. Stem bore 7/64”. 3011,
A1.100, Per 6, LDW3.

24 Spur bowl fragment of c 1690-1720 with much
thinner walls and a lighter build than most of the
other bowls in this context group (cf nos 18-23).
The base of the spur has been trimmed. Stem bore
5/64”. 3011, A1.100, Per 6, LDW3.

25 Heel bowl of c 1690-1720 with a bottered and milled
rim. Stem bore 6/64”. 5164, A3.19, Per 7.

26 Heel bowl of c 1690-1720 with a cut rim. Stem bore
5/64”. 3363, A1.97, Per 8.

27 Heel bowl of c 1680-1730 with a bottered and fully
milled rim. This bowl is made of a fabric with
gritty inclusions and has a distinctive tailed heel,
which is characteristic of the Broseley area
industry of Shropshire. It has also been finished
with a good burnish, another characteristic of the
Shropshire industry. The bowl can be attributed to
one of the two Andrew Bradleys who were living
in Benthall (the neighbouring parish to Broseley)
during the late 17th and early 18th centuries. The
relief stamped maker’s mark reads AB (Higgins
Die 127; Cast 648.22). Stem bore 6/64”. 1180, A4.15,
Per 7, TSE2.

28 Export style bowl of c 1660-1710 with the rim all
chipped away. The incuse bowl stamp reads WE
(cast 648.26) for either by either William Evans I,
free 1660, or II, free 1667 (probably cousins), who
between them were working in Bristol from 1660-
1725 (Price 2007). Stem bore 8/64”. 3862, A1.97,
Per 8.

29 Heel bowl of c 1710-1740 with a wiped rim; not
milled. Incuse stamped mark reading IS on the
bowl facing the smoker (Higgins Die 2176; Cast
674.20). Possible makers are Joseph Stanford (fl
1691-1733/4) or John Squibb (fl 1704/5-1737/8).
Stem bore 6/64”. 3687, A1.93, Per 7, TSW4.

30 Heel bowl of c 1710-1750 with a wiped rim; not
milled. Relief moulded cartouche on the smoker’s
right containing the initials IM (Cast 649.02);
possibly John Macey, fl 1700-1727/8. Stem bore
6/64”. 3687, A1.93, Per 7, TSW4.

31 Spur bowl of c 1710-1760 with a wiped rim
(damaged). Moulded AB cartouche mark on the
smoker’s right (Cast 648.25). Stem bore 5/64”.
3731, A1.51, Per 3.
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32 Bowl fragment of c 1700-1740 with a cut and milled
rim. There is a cartouche on the smoker’s right
bearing the initials II (Cast 649.01). Possibly made
by James Jenkins, who was apprenticed to William
Tippet in 1700 and who died in 1740 (Price 2007).
The stem bore is unmeasurable. 3000, A1.97, Per 8.

33 Spur bowl of c 1700-1730 with a cut rim and two
marks. Facing the smoker are the incuse stamped
initials HH (Higgins Die 2151; Cast 649.09), almost
certainly for Henry Hoar. On the smoker’s right is
a relief moulded cartouche mark reading R TIPPET
(Cast 649.08). Henry Hoar was apprenticed to
Robert Tippet II in1688. After he completed his
apprenticeship (1699) it is possible that the two
makers were either working in partnership or that
Henry acquired some of Tippets moulds. Robert
Tippet II died in 1722 and Henry Hoar in 1727. The
other bowls from this context (nos 18-24) mostly
range from c 1680-1710, so this is most likely to be
an early 18th-century example of the new spur
form and cartouche marking. Stem bore 5/64”.
3011, A1.100, Per 6, LDW3.

34 Spur bowl of c 1710-1750 with a wiped rim; not
milled; the base of the spur has not been trimmed.
This is one of two spur bowls c 1710-1750 from the
same context with different IW cartouches on the
smoker’s right (cf no. 35). There were several Bristol
makers with these initials during the 18th century.
Cast 649.03; stem bore 5/64”. 3363, A1.97, Per 8.

35 Spur bowl of c 1710-1750 with a wiped rim; not
milled; the base of the spur flattened. One of two
spur bowls c 1710-1750 from the same context with
different IW cartouches on the smoker’s right (cf
no. 34). This example incorporates a small pipe
device above the initials. There were several Bristol
makers with the initials IW during the 18th cen tury.
Cast 649.04; stem bore 5/64”. 3363, A1.97, Per 8.

36 Bowl fragment of c 1740-1800 with a wiped rim; not
milled. Late example of this type of marked bowl
with a cartouche on the smoker’s right bearing
intertwined initials that appears to be made up of
an upper and lower case Y (Cast 649.05). This
seems an unlikely combination and perhaps one of
the initials is a fancy J. Either way, this is likely to
be a product of one of the Young family, who are
the only Bristol pipemaking family with a surname
beginning with the letter Y. The initials do not
appear to include the letters T or W, for Thomas or
William and so the most likely candidate currently
known appears to be John Mates Young, who took
his freedom (as a cabinet maker) in 1781, but whom
was later recorded as a pipemaker up to his death
in 1806. His family continued his business until it
was sold in 1813 (Price 2007). Stem bore 7/64”.
3031, A1.97, Per 8.

37 Bowl fragment of c 1760-1820 with a wiped rim;
not milled. This mould decorated bowl has large
floral sprays on both seams, similar to those found
on the seams of 18th-century pipes with armorial
designs. There are also two pairs of flutes on the
seam facing away from the smoker (Cast 649.06-
07). Stem bore 5/64”. 3031, A1.97, Per 8

38 Export style bowl of c 1780-1820 with a cut rim,
fluted decoration and leaf-decorated seams, the
leaves being very boldly and simply executed. The
mould halves are very poorly aligned so that the
bowl is misshapen and there are large sheets of
untrimmed clay from the moulding process still

adhering to the bowl, making this a very poor
quality product. The bowl has been burnt and
discoloured and it is possible that this is a kiln
waster. Stem bore 6/64”. 1312, A4.18, Per 8.

39 Large fluted spur bowl of c 1800-1850 with a cut
rim and leaf decorated seams. The base of the spur
has been flattened but not trimmed. Stem bore
6/64”. 3000, A1.97, Per 8.

40 Heel bowl of c 1780-1820 with a cut rim. Rather a
poor quality fluted bowl with a trimmed base to
the heel. The relief moulded maker’s initials are
unusually orientated and rather poorly defined but
appear to read IW – probably the same maker as
the JW marks shown in nos 45 and 46. There were
quite a number of Bristol pipemakers at this date
with the initials IW, but most only worked for a
short time or were journeymen. By far the most
prominent IW makers were the White family, who
made pipes and pottery from the early 19th century
until c 1880. The family business was founded by
Joseph White, born c 1780, and included various
members of his family, including sons called Joseph
and James, who established their own pottery and
pipe making concern at Baptist Mills in about 1839.
Joseph Sr. still traded as Joseph White and Sons
during the 1840s but retired about 1846, when his
son William took over running the business. This
pipe may well be a product from Joseph’s
workshop. Stem bore 5/64”. 1277, A4.19, Per 9.

41 Spur bowl of c 1830-1860 with a cut rim. This bowl
has a moulded dot on either side of the spur and a
clear mould line around the rim. Stem bore 6/64”.
3023, A1.97, Per 8.

42 Spur bowl of c 1830-1860 with a cut rim. Stem bore
6/64”. 3482, A1.97, Per 8.

43 Spur bowl of c 1830-1850 with a cut rim. Stem bore
6/64”. 6030, A2.6, TS, Per 8.

44 Spur bowl of c 1830-1850 with a cut rim. Stem bore
6/64”. 6030, A2.6, TS, Per 8.

45 Spur bowl of c 1830-1850 with a cut rim. This bowl
is quite crudely designed and made with poorly
aligned mould halves and bold, simply executed
decoration. There are crude leaves on the seams, a
band of dots around the middle of the bowl and a
foliage motif, probably intended to be a vine scroll,
around the rim. Various parallels for this general
scheme of decoration have been recovered from an
1840s kiln dump in New Street (Beckey and
Jackson, 1986). The unusually orientated initials JW
are probably for Joseph White (cf 40 above). Stem
bore 6/64”. 6030, A2.6, Per 8, TS.

46 Spur bowl of c 1830-1850 with a cut rim. Quite a
poor mould surface with fine striations where it
has been filed. The unusually orientated initials JW
are probably for Joseph White (cf 40 above). Stem
bore 6/64”. 6027, A2.6, Per 8, TS.

47 Spur bowl of c 1830-1850 with a cut rim. Quite a
poor mould surface with fine striations where it
has been filed and numerous mould flaws around
the spur, which is marked on each side with a
single relief-moulded dot. Stem bore 5/64”. 6027,
A2.6, Per 8, TS.

48 Spur bowl of c 1830-1850 with a cut rim. Quite a
poor mould surface with fine striations where it has
been filed and numerous mould flaws around the
spur, which is marked on each side with a single
relief-moulded dot. The mould halves are very
poorly aligned and with simply executed leaf
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decoration. Poor quality product with an inden-
tation in one side of the bowl and untrimmed
seams. Stem bore 6/64”. 6027, A2.6, Per 8, TS.

49 Spur bowl of c 1830-1850 with a cut rim. Quite a
poor mould surface with fine striations where it
has been filed and numerous mould flaws around
the chipped spur, which is marked on each side
with a single relief-moulded dot. Poor quality
product with untrimmed seams, crude leaves
facing the smoker and dots on the opposing seam.
Stem bore 6/64”. 6027, A2.6, Per 8, TS.

50 Bowl of c 1830-1850 with a cut rim, crude leaves
decorating the seams and a marked mould flaw on
the upper part of the bowl (right hand side). The
spur is missing but 185mm of stem survives,
showing that this was a long stemmed pipe. There
is just a very slight curve in the stem, which
appears to have been essentially straight. Stem
bore 5/64”. 6027, A2.6, Per 8, TS.

51 Spur bowl of c 1830-1850 with a cut rim.
Composite drawing of two pieces made in the
same mould and both from context 6027. The
decoration is crudely executed and the bowl seams
are not trimmed. One piece has 121mm of
surviving stem, showing that this was a long-
stemmed pipe (no curve is evident in the surviving
section). Stem bore 5/64”. 6027, A2.6, Per 8, TS.

52 Bowl fragment of c 1830-1850 with a cut and wiped
rim. This is a large bowl with rather a poor mould
surface and traces of a mould line near the rim.
The seams have been trimmed in a heavy-handed
manner. Stem bore 6/64”. 6027, A2.6, per 8, TS.

53 Spur bowl fragment of c 1800-1850 with a cut rim.
The bowl appears to have been burnt and has
surface encrustations (possibly mortar or plaster)
making the stem bore unmeasureable. Crude leaf
decorated seams. Stem bore/64”. 3588, A1.97, Per 8.

54 Spur bowl of c 1820-1870 with a cut rim and leaf
decorated seams. Traces of a mould line around the
rim. Stem bore 5/64”. 3015, A1.56, Per 4, TSW2.

55 Bowl fragment of c 1830-1870 with a cut rim and
lattice decoration on both sides of the bowl. The
seams are decorated with simply executed leaves.
Stem bore 6/64”. 3482, A1.97, Per 8.

56 Mouthpiece of c 1830-1850 with a thick matt red
paint coating surviving. This is one of two mouth-
pieces and one stem fragment from near a mouth-
piece in the same context with this type of coating
surviving. This is the only example with the
complete painted section surviving, which extends
up to a maximum of 24mm from the tip. Stem bore
5/64”. 6027, A2.6, Per 8, TS.

57 Stem fragment of c 1780-1840 with with ornate
relief-moulded decoration on both sides. The
decoration is quite finely executed but its style is
hard to place, since it is not typical of other
examples that have been found in either England
or northern Europe. One end, with a band of small
circles and then three raised lines flanked by other
motifs, is reminiscent of the designs found on late
18th-century roll-stamped borders from the
Midlands. Stem bore 5/64” (Cast 649.22). 3723,
A1.94, Per 7, TSW5.

58 Stem fragment from a coiled pipe of c 1800-1850.
This would have been made in a normal mould
but has had the stem coiled while still soft to make
it into a novelty piece. Stem bore 5/64”. 3482,
A1.97, Per 8.

THE STRUCTURAL FIRED CLAY
by Cynthia Poole
A total of 394 fragments of fired clay, weighing
2023g, were recovered from the excavations. The
collection is surprisingly small for a site of this size
and no doubt reflects the preference for stone-built
structures in this area in spite of the ready avail-
ability of suitable clays. The mean fragment weight
was only 5.1g for the whole assemblage and much
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of the material was recovered by sieving. The
majority of fragments could not be assigned a form
or function, with about 79% of fragments
amorphous and about 48% of the rest having only a
single surface or some indication of deliberate use.
This material is likely to derive from oven or hearth
lining or, where the surface has been burnt grey,
from floors. This is especially likely for the sieved
material, which derived from burnt deposits likely
to be cinders raked out of such structures.
    Most of the surviving material is likely to derive
from domestic structures, although low level indus-
trial activity in the area is suggested by fragments of
furnace lining found in an early-mid 12th-century
pit (2082, A5.10) in Area 5 and a mid 12th- to early
13th-century pit (4966, A1.23) in Area 1. The pieces
of oven structure and furniture all derive from late
12th- to mid 14th-century ditches (3604, A1.39 and
4294, A1.29), robbing fills (2521, A5.14) and dump
deposits (2386, A5.4) in Areas 1 and 5. The remaining
non-diagnostic material is largely concentrated in
mid 12th- and 13th-century contexts and mid 13th-
to mid 15th- century deposits in Areas 1 and 5, from
a wide range of deposits. A small quantity was
directly associated with ovens or charcoal-rich
layers, presumably cinders from ovens and hearths,
but none of the fired clay from these contexts was
informative, except in confirming that such struc-
tures were the probable source of the fired clay. The
simple characteristics or lack of features of most of
the fired clay suggests the clay was used as a lining
over other materials used in their construction,
presumably stone based on the excavated evidence.
The presence of a fire bar and pieces of possible oven
plate suggest some structures may have been dual-
chambered, though it is likely that the majority were
simple single-chambered bread ovens.

GLASS by Ian Scott
The assemblage comprises 520 sherds of glass,
including at least 270 sherds of vessel glass and 210
sherds of window glass. The majority of the glass is
from Area 1 and from contexts of Periods 7 and 8
(18th-19th centuries). Typologically, the glass
broadly fits within this time frame. There are small
quantities of glass from medieval and early post-
medieval contexts (Periods 2-6).

Summary of the assemblage
There are only a small number of medieval or
possibly medieval vessels. These comprise a
fragment of a trail from a vessel probably in yellow
lead glass (no. 30), a weathered rim probably from a
hanging lamp (no. 31) that is from a late context but
is nonetheless probably medieval in date, a sherd
from the base of a beaker (no. 27), and finally sherds
from the base of a urinal (no. 32). There is more
evidence for vessels of the 16th or very early 17th
centuries. This includes part of a dish (no. 20), wine
glasses (nos 23 and 24) and sherds from 16th-

century pedestal beakers (nos 26 and 28). The post-
medieval vessel glass is dominated by wine bottles,
ranging in date from the late 17th to the 19th
century, although most are from 18th-century
contexts. Some of the earlier wine bottles are
complete or can be almost completely reconstructed
and are good examples of less common forms (nos
34-38). There is a particular concentration of wine
bottles from well 7227 (A1.94, TSW5). The presence
of wine bottles may represent either consumption of
wine or evidence for bottle manufacturing in the
locality. Given the limited evidence for domestic
occupation during this period it is perhaps more
likely that these bottles represent waste or rubbish
from bottle manufacture (see below). 
    Three fragments of medieval window glass were
found in Period 2 charcoal layer 1228 (A4.7, TSE2)
and seven in Period 4 pit 3865 (A1.59, TSW4). This
glass is devitrified and although it lacks any other
distinctive features it can be dated to the mid 13th to
mid 14th century at the latest. The overwhelming
majority of window glass (by sherd count) is from
contexts assigned to Periods 7 and 8.
    There are 18 beads or fragments of beads. Given
the overall size of the glass assemblage this is a large
number, although their apparent abundance may be
accounted for by their recovery from sieved
samples. The dating of the beads is problematic,
however, since 14 are from contexts of medieval date
(Periods 2, 3 or 4), when beads were not regularly
worn; necklaces were not in fashion (Biddle and
Creasey 1990, 660; Hinton 2005, 209) and only later
were beads sewn into clothes. Medieval beads were
typically rosary or paternoster beads (Biddle and
Creasey 1990, loc. cit.; Egan 1991, 305) but the beads
recovered from the excavation are by and large small
and plain, and typical of those sewn onto clothing
during the 17th-19th centuries. There is, however, at
least one coloured medieval bead (no. 12) from
Period 4 pit 4380 (A1.44, TSW5). A bead made of
faience (no. 18) that was recovered from a modern
construction cut is something of an oddity; faience
beads are usually associated with the Roman period,
but there is little or no evidence for Roman occupa-
tion of this area of Bristol. 

Glass production waste
A very small quantity of post-medieval glass-
making waste was recovered. There is no indication
that glassmaking was taking place within the
excavated area, but the location of the site makes the
presence of glassmaking waste unsurprising. This
part of Bristol was the centre of the 17th- and 18th-
century industries, with works close by to the south
at Redcliff Backs and Portwall Lane, and at Cheese
Lane to the north on the opposite side of the River
Avon. The glass-working waste includes a molten
run of glass (no. 39) and a possible glassblowing
pull (no. 40). There is also a probable moil (no. 41),
possibly from wine bottle production, and four lead
glass paraison ends (nos 42-45).
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Distribution of the glass
The glass was quite widely spread across the site,
and some of the more diagnostic medieval
fragments, notably the high-lead yellow glass trail
and the hanging lamp fragment, were recovered
from general soil layers. Potentially contemporary
medieval glass was found in a few contexts,
however. In Area 1, seven sherds of heavily weath-
ered and probably medieval window glass were
found in fill 3536 of Period 4 pit 3865 (A1.59, TSW4)
and three sherds possibly from the base of a
medieval urinal (no. 32) were found in fill 4006 of
Period 3 pit 4005 (A1.52, TSW5). On the east side of
Temple Street, three joining sherds of probable
medieval window glass came from a charcoal layer
at TSE2 (1228, A4.7). Early post-medieval finds of
particular note include the rim of a glass dish (no.
20) of late 16th- to early 17th-century date from
oven 1216 at TSE2 (1211, A4.12) and 14 sherds from
a 16th-century beaker (no. 26) from drain 2060 at
TSE1 (2197, A5.22). The most interesting groups of
later glass are the group of early 18th-century wine
bottles from TSW5 (3945 and well 7227, A1.94), and
groups of later 18th-century glassmaking waste and
sherds from a variety of vessels including wine and
pharmaceutical bottles, jars, possible tumblers and
beakers, and glass tubing, from TSW4 and 5.

Catalogue of selected and illustrated glass 
(Figs 6.35-6.39)

Beads
1 Bead. Fragment of wound annular bead. D at last

3.3mm. Pale yellow. Not closely datable. D: at least
3.3mm; Th: 3.5mm. 8020, A3.5, Per 5.

2 Bead. Segmented tubular bead. Dark blue green. L:
10mm; D: 3.9mm. 2214, A5.6. Per 2, TSE1S.

3 Bead. Small black annular bead. Black. D: 3.6mm;
Th: 0.8mm. 4936, A1.17, Per 2, TSW3.

4 Bead. Small annular bead fragment. Opaque green.
D: 4mm; Th: 2.6mm. 3875, A1.51, Per 3.

5 Bead. Small bun-shaped bead. Opaque off-white.
D: 4.9mm; Th: 2.5mm. 3903, A1.31, Per 3, TSW1.

6 Bead. Fragment of an opaque bun-shaped bead.
Opaque black. D: 4mm; Th: 3mm. 4153, A1.33, Per
3, TSW2. 

7 Bead. Small annular bead. Opaque and weathered.
Colour uncertain. D: 5.4mm; Th: 1.5mm. 3964,
A1.39, Per 3, LD.

8 Bead. Fragment of a semi opaque bun-shaped
bead. Off white. D: 8mm; Th: 5mm. 4128, A1.59,
Per 4, TSW4.

9 Bead. Small annular bead. Dark green. D: 3mm;
Th: 1.4mm. 4286, A1.45, Per 3, TSW4. 

10 Bead. Small disc bead or spacer in opaque salmon
pink metal. D: 2.4mm; Th: 0.9mm. 2482, A5.11, Per
3, TSE1S.

11 Bead. Small bun-shaped black bead. Black. D:
4.4mm; Th: 3.5mm. 3602, A1.57, Per 4, TSW3.

12 Bead. Two fragments of a bun-shaped bead with
marvered yellow trail(s). Wound bead. Blue green
with yellow trail. D: 12mm; Th: 6.3mm. SF 3151.
4381, A1.59, Per 4, TSW4.

13 Bead. Small wound marvered annular bead
fragment. Surface weathered to an opaque mud
brown. Colour uncertain. D: 4.2mm; Th: 3.5mm.
1226, A4.11, Per 4, TSE2.

14 Bead. Fragment of wound annular bead. D at least
3.5mm. Green. D: at least 3.5mm; Th: 3mm. 2271,
A5.20, Per 4, TSE1. 

15 Bead. Small wound and marvered annular green
bead. Green. D: 2.9mm; Th: 2.9mm. SF 3100. 3723,
A1.94, Per 7, TSW5. 

16 Bead. Tiny annular bead. Colourless. D: 2.5mm; 
Th: 1.4mm. 4055, A1.91, Per 7, TSW3. 

17 Bead. Bun-shaped annular bead, possibly cast.
Turquoise. D: 9.6mm; Th: 6.2mm. 1277, A4.18, 
Per 8. 

18 Bead. Faience bead, almost spherical. Light
turquoise. D: 19mm; Th: 16mm. 1312, A4.18, Per 8.

Vessel glass
19 Bowl. Folded pedestal base. Probably colourless

Surface now weathered and opaque, probably
colourless. 16th-17th century. L: 58mm. 2001,
A5.26, Per 9.

20 Dish. Very thin flat rim sherd with folded edge.
Colourless. Late 16th-early 17th century. D:
180mm; extant L: 35mm; extant W: 12mm. 1211,
A4.12, Per 6, TSE2.

21 Decanter. Short slightly flared neck with ground
finish. Two sherds. Colourless. 18th century. Ht
extant: 42mm. 3687, A1.93, Per 7, TSW4.

22 Decanter. Moulded base of probable decanter?
Pontil mark. Colourless. 18th-early 19th century. L:
60mm. 3723, A1.94, Per 7, TSW5.

23 Pedestal goblet. Body sherd. Colourless. 16th
century. H extant: 36mm. 3069, A1.51, Per 3.

24 Wine glass. Cast stem, with moulding. Colourless.
Late 17th century. Ht extant: 37mm. 2001, A5.26,
Per 9.

25 Wine glass (not illustrated). Plain tapered wine
glass stem. Colourless. 18th-19th century. Ht
extant: 37 m. SF 3100. 3723, A1.94, Per 7, TSW5.

26 Beaker (not illustrated). Six sherds from indented
base possibly from a beaker; and nine thin-walled
body sherds. Probably colourless, now heavily
weathed and devitrified, with an opaque surface.
16th century. Base D: at least 60mm. 2197, A5.22,
Per 6, TSE1.

27 Beaker. Small sherd with hand applied trail with
transverse cuts, applied to heel of beaker.
Colourless. L: 35mm. 3000, A1.97, Per 8.

28 Probable pedestal beaker. Small body sherd from
lower portion of body with clear mould blown
mesh or lattice pattern. Green. Second half 16th-
first half 17th century. Extant H: 45mm; extant W:
23mm. 3952, A1.93, Per 7, TSW4. See Willmott
2002, 48 and fig. 32. 

29 Moulded tumblerwith three horizontal bands of
decoration. Pushed up base with pontil mark. Ten
sherds. Colourless. Mid 19th century. Ht: 78mm; D:
60mm. 3023, A1.97, Per 8.

30 Vessel. High lead glass trail? Yellow. Medieval. L:
14mm. 3875, A1.51, Per 3.

31 Lamp. Fire polished rim sherd probably from a
glass lamp. Heavily weathered. Colourless.
Medieval. See an example from Tynemouth Priory
(Tyson 2000, 145 and fig. 28: g363). D: 150mm;
extant H: 26mm. 3565, A1.97, Per 8.
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32 Urinal. Urinal base, three weathered sherds.
Opaque. 4006, A1.52, Per 3.

Bottles
33 Bottle neck with cracked off rim and single hand

applied string. Mineral water bottle. Light green.
18th century. H extant: 120mm. 3945, A1.94, Per 7,
TSW5.

34 Wine bottle, transitional. Complete. Small kick.
Exterior weathered and laminated. Green. Late
17th century. Ht: 195mm; D: 140mm. 3011, A1.100,
Per 6, LDW2.

35 Wine bottle. Complete large onion wine bottle,
large low conical kick, short tapered neck with
cracked off finish and hand applied string rim.
Weathered mottled surface. Possibly green. Late
17th-early 18th century. Ht: 201mm; D: 185mm.
7229, A1.94, Per 7, TSW5.

36 Wine bottle. Two fragments. Small mallet bottle
with low domed kick. Almost complete. Neck
broken, finish detached. Fire polished rim with
single string rim. Olive green. Early 18th century.
Ht:160mm; D: 137mm. 7229, A1.94, Per 7, TSW5.

37 Wine bottle. Mallet bottle with domed kick. Six
fragments. Almost complete. Finish missing. Olive
green. Early 18th century. Ht:193mm; D: 135mm.
7229, A1.94, Per 7, TSW5.

38 Wine bottle. Onion bottle, base and part of body
giving almost complete profile. Neck and finish
missing. Low conical kick. Olive green. Late 17th-
early 18th century. Extant Ht: 103mm; D: 150mm.
7229, A1.94, Per 7, TSW5.

Glass-making waste
39 Molten run. Glass making waste. Opaque, dark,

possibly green. L: 45mm. 3723, A1.94, Per 7, TSW5.
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Fig. 6.36   Vessel glass, nos 19-24, 27-9 and 31-2
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Fig. 6.37   Wine bottles, nos 33 and 36-38
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Fig. 6.38 Wine bottles, nos 34 and 35
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40 Possible glass blowing pull. Mixed opaque yellow
green and grey green metal. L: 20mm. 3723, A1.94,
Per 7, TSW5.

41 Moil? Opaque black. L: 30mm; D: 21mm. 1001,
A4.18, Per 8.

42 Paraison end, comprising slightly flattened
spheroid of colourless glass with scar on one
flattened face (with possible trace iron or iron
staining). Slightly matt finish. Lead glass, colour-
less. D: 22mm; Th:14mm. 3723, A1.94, Per 7, TSW5.

43 Paraison end, comprising slightly flattened sphere
of colourless glass with scar on one flattened face
and a small blob of glass. Slightly matt finish. Lead
glass, colourless. D: 20mm; Th: 15mm. 3723, A1.94,
Per 7, TSW5.

44 Paraison end (not illustrated), comprising glass
sphere with slight pinching on one face with a
slight ridge or scar. Similar to IDs 19 and 119. Lead
glass, colourless. D: 20.2 x 18mm; Th: 15.2mm.
3648, A1.93, Per 7, TSW4.

45 Probable paraison end (not illustrated), comprising
glass spheroid with slight flattening of one face
with scar. Similar to IDs 19 and 135. Lead glass,
colourless. D: 18mm; Th: 19mm. 3567, A1.97, Per 8.

METALWORK by Ian Scott
The metalwork assemblage comprises 1683 objects
(2667 fragments), made up of 1259 iron objects
(2190 fragments), 372 copper alloy objects (421
fragments), 1 copper alloy and iron object, 46 lead
objects, 4 silver coins (5 fragments) and one object
in a non-ferrous alloy (1 fragment). The majority of
the metalwork is stratified and from phased
contexts. The bulk of the metalwork comes from
Area 1 (n=1181) and Area 5 (n=440), with few from
Areas 2, 3 and Area 4. The metalwork comes
mainly from contexts of Periods 2 to 5 and Period 7.
Overall the assemblage is heavily dominated by
structural ironwork, including more than 800 nails,
together with considerable quantities of fragmen-
tary pieces of plate, binding and wire and
numerous unidentifiable objects. A selection of the
most interesting individual objects has been
catalogued and illustrated.

An overview of the assemblage
Particularly interesting items included a socketed
arrowhead (no. 22) from TSW1 (3899, A1.55, Period
4), while Period 4 contexts on TSW2 produced part
of a copper alloy ingot (no. 27) and six pieces of rod
or bar and two pieces of probably copper alloy
waste (3538, A1.69), as well as a plain copper alloy

disc (3848, A1.69). A jetton (no. 7) and five lead or
tin tokens (nos 7, 12-16) were found at TSW3
(Period 4) and a bullet-shaped socketed arrowhead
(no. 21) came from TSW4. One of the most inter-
esting assemblages, from TSW4, included a group
of buckles and belt fittings (nos 42, 48, 53, 55, 59, 60,
63), a silver coin, an Edward II silver jetton and a
probable scale pan from a small balance. The same
group also contained a cast copper alloy leg from a
tripod vessel (no. 71), which appears to be a faulty
casting or perhaps even a waster, as well as
numerous pieces of iron and iron strip, two pieces
of copper alloy waste, copper alloy plate, wire, and
small cast copper alloy rings.
    A number of interesting finds came from garden
soils of 13th- to 17th-century date within Area 1.
These include an iron graver or awl (no. 24), a lead
seal, a writing lead and a small lead token (nos 24,
33, 34, 11). Copper alloy finds from the garden soils
include scabbard fittings (nos 18-19), an annular
brooch (no. 35), numerous buckles and belt fittings
(nos 40, 43, 44, 54, 56) and two legs from different
cast copper alloy vessels, one of which is another
failed casting (nos 69-70). The most noteworthy
object is a copper alloy mount or plaque in the form
of a reclining figure of a knight or soldier in armour
(no. 75; see catalogue for detailed discussion).
    A socketed bodkin arrowhead (no. 20) occurred
in the same context on TSE2 as a corroded fragment
that might possibly have been a fragment of chain
mail, and a bone crossbow nut came from here as
well (see Allen, below). A complete drill bit (no. 23)
and a decorative mount with traces of gilding (no.
74) came from TSE1S and 13 pieces of lead offcut
and melted waste were found in the same area.
    One of the most interesting early post-medieval
groups comprised a book clasp (no. 76), six pins and
a thimble from TSE1 (A5.22, Period 6). A Period 7
group from TSW5 (A1.95) contained 110 dress pins,
all but 8 of them from a single context (3723). The
same context also contained six buttons, four
probable copper halfpennies, the handle of a spoon
or fork, part of a lock escutcheon plate, a piece of
window lead or came that had been rolled and
tightly twisted, and a further six unidentifiable
objects.

Catalogue of metal finds (Figs 6.40-6.48)

Coins, jettons and tokens
1 Short cross penny. Obv: worn facing head with

sceptre, inscribed ‘hENRICVS.R[ex] ‘. Rev: Short
cross with quatrefoils, inscribed ‘GIRARD . ON .
NICOLE’ for the moneyer Gerard and the 
Lincoln mint. Short cross pennies inscribed
Henricus’ for Henry II (1154-1189) were issued
from 1180 and continued to circulate during the
reigns of his sons Richard and John, and in the
reign of Henry III until 1247. There are no English
coins with the names of either Richard or John
Silver. D: 19.5mm. SF 1000. 1005, A4.9, Period 3, 
TSE 2. 
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Fig. 6.39   Glass-making waste, nos 42 and 43
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2 Probable short cross penny, very eroded. Obv:
illegible; Rev: cross, inscription illegible. Silver. D:
18mm. SF 2002. 2179, A5.16, Per 4, TSE 1.

3 Possible silver penny (not illustrated), illegible. 2
x fragments. D: 18mm. Silver. D: 18mm. SF 3054.
3626, A1.5, Period 3.

4 Possible silver penny (not illustrated), corroded
and illegible. Silver. D: 17 x 18mm. SF 3087. 3536,
A1.59, Per 4, TSW4. 

5 Bristol farthing. Obv: ‘C.B 1670’ in centre, with
‘BRISTOLL FARTHING’ around rim. Rev: ‘ARMS
OF BRISTOLL’ around image of the city arms. D:
21.5mm. SF 3199. 7031, A1.92, Per 7, TSW3.

6 English medieval jetton, incomplete. 2 x
fragments. Design based on medieval penny?
Appears to have central hole. Obv: border of
pellets, the main field is worn and indecipherable.
Rev: long cross with a pellet in each angle. Part of
illiterate inscription survives. An English medieval
jetton probably of the reign Edward II (for pellet
border of obverse see Berry 1974, pl. 3, nos 1 and 2;
for long cross see Berry ibid., pl. 3, no. 6). D:
22mm. Cu alloy. D: 22mm. SF 3112. 3929, A1.59,
Per 4, TSW4.

7 Jetton, copper alloy. Poorly preserved. Cu alloy. D:
20mm. SF 3143. 4204, A1.57, Per 4, TSW3.

8 Jetton or token (not illustrated), copper alloy.
Fragment only. D: c 22mm. Cu alloy. D: c 22mm. SF
3003. 3088, A1.64, Per 4, LDW1.

9 Token. Very small. Obv: simple cross central pellet
within a beaded margin. Rev: blank. Cu alloy. D:
10 x 9mm. 4286, A1.45, Per 3, TSW4.

10 Token. Obv: cross with pellets, border with groups
of radiating bars. Rev: as obverse. Lead or leaded
cu alloy. D: 17 x 18mm. SF 1008. 1234, A4.8, Per 3,
TSE2.

11 Token, small lead. Obv: radiating lines or eight-
armed cross; Rev: blank. Lead. The eight armed
cross is paralleled on the reverse of a token from
London published by Mitchiner and Skinner (1983,
55 and pl. 6, no. 8) and on the reverse of a token
from the late medieval foreshore at Trig Lane,
London (Rigold 1982, 103 and pl. 75, no. 83). D:
12mm. 3731, A1.51, Per 3.

12 Token, thin lead or tin. Obv: single masted ship
or ‘hulk’ with furled sails; Rev: cross with cross-
hatched arms, possibly windmill. Lead or tin. 
The image of the ship on the obverse is paralleled
on medieval tokens from London (Mitchiner and
Skinner 1983, 63 and pl. 10, nos 17-18; Mitchiner
and Skinner 1984, 89, pl. 1, nos 33-34 and pl. 2, 
nos 54, 57-8). The ‘hulk’ is a distinct medieval
ship type; for a description of the ‘hulk’ see
Hutchinson 1994, 10-15, see also frontispiece and
figs 1.4-1.6 for contemporary representations of
hulks. The reverse has a motif commonly found
on lead and tin tokens (cf Mitchiner and Skinner,
1983, pl. 4, nos 34-35 and 39, pl. 5, no. 61). D: 16 
x 17mm. 3602, A1.57, Per 4, TSW3.
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Fig. 6.40 Coins, jettons and tokens, nos 1, 2, 5-7 and 9-17
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Fig. 6.41   Arms and armour, tools and industrial items, nos 18-20 and 23-27
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Fig. 6.42   Transport, measuring equipment and personal items, nos 28, 32, 34-5, 37-8 and 43-9
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Fig. 6.43 Masuring equipment, nos 29-31 and 33

13 Token, small lead or tin. Obv: stylised single
masted ship or ‘hulk’; Rev: blank. Poorly cast. Lead
or tin. A small token with a similar although more
stylised motif to no. 12. D: 13mm. 4179, A1.57, Per
4, TSW3.

14 Token, lead. Obv: four-petal flower in low relief
surrounded by a border formed by two diagonally
opposed squares; Rev: blank. Lead. D: 16.5 x
17mm. 4179, A1.57, Per 4, TSW3.

15 Token, lead or leaded copper alloy. Obv: five-petal
flower with hatched petals; Rev: blank. Lead. The
flower motif is commonly found on medieval
tokens with three, four, five or six petals (see for
example Mitchiner and Skinner 1983, pl. 3, no. 14;
Rigold 1982, pl. 74, no. 79). D: 14 x 15mm. 4179,
A1.57, Per 4, TSW3.

16 Token, small leaded Cu alloy. Obv: trefoil flower
with cross hatched background; Rev: blank. Cu
alloy. Cf Mitchiner and Skinner 1983, pl. 10, nos 35
and 77. D: 11.5mm. 4401, A1.57, Per 4, TSW3.

17 Token, lead token, Obv: cross moline; Rev: blank.
D: 14mm. Lead. D: 14mm. SF 3016. 3197, A1.79,
Per 5, TSW3.

Arms and armour (Fig. 6.41)

18 Ferrule, thimble-shaped with decoration on part of
rim or edge. Overlapping seam at back. Probably
from a scabbard. see Cat. no. 2. Cu alloy. L: 22mm.
SF 3134. 3731, A1.51, Per 3.

19 Decorative binding from a scabbard? Decorated top,
and pinholes for attachment. see Cat. no. 1. Cu alloy.
L: 40mm; W: 27mm. SF 3135. 3731, A1.51, Per 3.

20 Probable socketed bodkin arrowhead. Fe. L:
58mm; D: 9mm. 1006, A4.8, Per 3, TSE2.

21 Small socketed bullet-shaped arrowhead (not
illustrated). Very heavily encrusted. Fe. L: 38mm;
D: 12mm. 4256, A1.46, Per 3, TSW4.

22 Socketed bullet-shaped arrowhead (not illus-
trated), mineralised and encrusted. Fe. L: 38mm; 

D: 13mm. Both arrowheads are heavily encrusted
with corrosion products and only identified from
x-ray plates. 3899, A1.55, Per 4, TSW1.

Tools and industrial items (Fig. 6.41)

23 Drill bit with pyramidal tang, the stem widens at
its bottom end. Encrusted, exact form of tip of bit
unclear. Fe. L: 134mm. SF 2035. 2715, A5.6, Per 2,
TSE1S.

24 Graver/awl, with tapering stem or blade, stepped
to a tang at the wider end. Fe. L: 128mm. 3731,
A1.51, Per 3.

25 Handle loop from a pair of snuffers or scissors. Cu
alloy. L: 58mm. SF 1005. 1225, A4.12, Per 6, TSE2.

26 Thimble with top and band manufactured
separately. Regularly spaced pits. Lathe turned,
two-piece thimble, probably of Dutch manufacture
and dating to the mid 17th century. Cu alloy. L:
14mm; W: 13mm. SF 2004. 2180, A5.22, Per 6, TSE1.

27 Part of a copper alloy ingot. Cu alloy. L: 80mm; W:
65mm. 3538, A1.96, Per 4, TSW2.

Transport (Fig. 6.42)

28 Trapezoid harness buckle, with roller opposite
tongue. Fe. L: 37mm; W: 31mm. 3923, A1.57, Per 4,
TSW3.

Measuring equipment (Figs 6.42, 6.43)

29 Possible flat circular pan weight with angled edge
and recessed central panel with a floral motif of
four heart-shaped petals. Pb. D: 22mm. 4766,
A1.33, Per 3, TSW2.

30 Circular pan weight with raised central portion
with cast irregular angular monogram or motif. A
flange decorated with a border of V’s surrounds
the raised central area. Pb. D: 30mm. SF 3076. 3853,
A1.79, Per 5, TSW3.
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31 Flat circular pan weight. Seven petal floral motif.
Pb. D: 23mm. SF 1016.  1276, A4.9, Per 3, TSE2.

32 Scale pan, comprising large, thin, slightly irregular
disc with central hole and two smaller holes near
its edge. A crack or break marks a third pinhole.
Alloy. L: 43mm; W: 41mm. SF 3049. 3746, A1.59,
Per 4, TSW4.

33 Seal or weight with smooth flat back and
decorated front. Acanthus motif? Chamfered edges
now battered. Cu alloy. D: 24mm. SF 3190. 3875,
A1.51, Per 3.

Personal items (Figs 6.42, 6.44, 6.45)

34 Writing lead, pointed at one end, with an apparent
chisel edge at the other end. Cf examples from
London (Egan 1998, fig. 209, nos 892-93 and esp.
896), Salisbury (Egan 2001, 98-99 and fig. 34, nos
77-82) and Eynsham Abbey (Allen, 2001, 265-67,
fig. 9.6, nos 55-6). Pb. L: 86mm; W: 8mm. SF 3201.
3875, A1.51, Per 3.

35 Annular brooch, decorated with cable pattern
visible to one side of the brooch. The other side is
obscured by corrosion, but the x-ray plate suggests
strongly that the brooch is asymmetrical, with the
ring thicker on one side than the other. It is
probable that cable pattern was only present on
one side of the brooch. There is a comparable
brooch with asymmetrical cable pattern from
Billingsgate (Egan and Pritchard 1991, 249, fig. 160,
no. 1310). Cu alloy. D: 26mm. SF 3202. 3875, A1.51,
Per 3. 

36 Bead (not illustrated). Small annular bead or
spacer of copper alloy. D: 7mm. SF 2013. 2285,
A5.6, Per 2, TSE1S.

37 Small oval buckle with integral solid plate of half
round section. It is broken at one end and might
have had a second buckle. Possibly from a spur
leather. For small buckles with integral plates see
Egan and Pritchard 1991, 106-110, and figs 68-71).
Cu alloy. L: 39mm; W: 14mm. SF 3210. 7017, A1.65,
Per 4, TSW3.

38 Square buckle frame. Cu alloy. L: 25mm; W:
28mm. SF 2033. 2535, A5.20, Per 4, TSE1.

39 D-shaped buckle frame (not illustrated). Cu alloy.
L: 21mm; W: 42mm. SF 3086. 3871, A1.94, Per 7,
TSW5.

40 D-shaped buckle frame fragment (not illustrated).
Possibly a large harness buckle, original width
c110-120mm. Fe. L: 72mm; W: 70mm. 3069, A1.51,
Per 3.

41 D-shaped or oval buckle frame fragment (not
illustrated). Fe. L: 23mm; W: 50mm. 3843, A1.56,
Per 4, TSW2.

42 D-shaped buckle (not illustrated). Cu alloy. L:
26mm; W: 36mm. SF 3149. 4128, A1.59, Per 4,
TSW4. 

43 Rectangular buckle and plate. The outer edge is
thickened and circular in section, and the bar is
recessed to take the plate. There is a single nail or
rivet hole through the plate. Cf late medieval
examples from London in Egan and Pritchard
1991, 96-7, fig. 61, nos 437-39). Cu alloy. L: 38mm;
W: 24mm. SF 3021. 3078, A1.51, Per 3.

44 Rectangular buckle with plate. The buckle frame
has thickened outer edge. Comparable though
perhaps less well finished than no. 25. Cu alloy. L:
34mm; W: 18mm. SF 3200. 3875, A1.51, Per 3.

45 Rectangular buckle with plate fragment. The
outer edge of the frame has a roller. Cu alloy.
Buckle frame L: 17mm; W: 21mm; plate L: 20mm;
W: 14.5mm. SF 3061. 3941, A1.39, Per 3, LD.

46 Oval buckle frame with ornate cast decoration on
outer edge, and offset bar for attachment of plate
or strap. Cf examples from London without an
attached plate (Egan and Pritchard 1991, 72-4, fig.
44) and example with attached plate (ibid., 76-8,
fig. 46). Cu alloy. L: 19mm; W: 22mm. SF 3027.
3692, A1.42, Per 3, TSW4. 

47 Oval buckle with fixed composite rigid plate and
forked divider. Cf examples from London (Egan
and Pritchard, 1991, 78, fig. 48, nos 322-24). Cu
alloy. L: 41mm; W: 20mm. SF 2022. 2179, A5.16, 
Per 4, TSE1.

48 Buckle and buckle plate, fragmentary. Small
rectangular plate formed from folded strip, with
one rivet hole, cut out for tongue and notched at
the corners to take the frame. Fragment only of
side of frame, which is curved and may have had 
a separate pivoting bar. Cu alloy. L: 38mm; W:
30mm. 3749, A1.59, Per 4, TSW4.

49 Plain double rectangular buckle frame with
attached plate, some evidence for inlaid decoration
or tinning visible on x-ray, especially on plate.
Frame 54mm x 40mm. The plate is formed from
folded thin sheet. Fe. L: 66mm; W: 40mm. 4270,
A1.87, Per 6, TSW3.

50 Buckle plate with 3 extant rivet holes, and cut 
outs for attachment of buckle frame and tongue.
Cu alloy. L: 53mm; W: 19mm. SF 3055. 3602, A1.57,
Per 4, TSW3.

51 Buckle, encrusted. Has square buckle frame and
cast pierced stem and roller. Cu alloy. L: 43mm.
3629, A1.54, Per 3.

52 Buckle plate, plain, formed from strip of thin
sheet, with five nail or rivet holes. The plate has
parted at the point where the buckle frame was
attached. Cu alloy. L: 53mm; W: 15mm. SF 1015.
1274, A4.9, Per 3, TSE2.

53 Lyre shaped buckle with box chape and cast
buckle frame. Late medieval. There are examples
of silvered copper alloy lyre-shaped buckles from
Hillington, Norfolk and Missenden Abbey, Bucks
(Hook et al. 1988, pl. xlvi, a and c) with frames and
scrollwork very similar to the Bristol example.
These match examples of lyre-shaped belt chapes
from Broken Wharf, Thames Street, London
(London Museum 1940, 269, fig. 85, no.1, Hook et
al. 1988 pl. xlvi, b), from ‘London’ (Ward Perkins
1939, pl. xlvii, 1-2), and from Kidwelly Castle (Fox
and Radford 1933, 122-23). The chapes from
London and from Kidwelly Castle are each embell-
ished with a figure of St Christopher within their
lyre-shaped frame. A recently found example from
Sedgemoor, Somerset, has a similar frame, but has
a bird with outstretched wings within the frame
(Portable Antiquities Scheme, Find No. GLO-
F4BB75). A silvered copper alloy lyre-shaped chape
recovered from St Aldates, Oxford (Goodall and
Goodall 1977, 148, fig.30, no. 19), has different
scrollwork on the outside of the frame and a
simple fleur-de-lys within the frame. Lyre-shaped
buckles and chapes are found across north-west
Europe and are dated to the later 14th century and
early decades of the 15th century (Fingerlin 1971,
168-70). In Britain they date to the very end of the
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Fig. 6.44 Personal items, nos 50-61 and 63-6
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14th century and early decades of the 15th century.
In his will of 1420, Thomas Bathe of Bristol
bequeathed to his godson John Forster amongst
other items ‘a girdle of black silk lined with red
leather with a good buckle and pendant and in the
same pendant an image of St Christopher; in the
girdle 46 studs of silver’ (Furnivall 1882, 45-7). It is
tempting to suggest, with Fingerlin (1971, 168),
that the pendant or chape described in Bathe’s will
was lyre-shaped and similar to the archaeological
finds. L: 84mm; W: 41mm. SF 3165. 3788, A1.59,
Per 4, TSW4.

54 Attachment plate formed from folded strip, for
small buckle or pendant ring. The object is 9mm
wide at the fold, where it is notched at both edges,
and tapers to 7mm. Cu alloy. L: 21mm; W: 9mm.
3048, A1.51, Per 3.

55 Five-sided strap loop with internal rivet. Cu alloy.
L: 27mm; W: 18mm. SF 3060. 3749, A1.59, Per 4,
TSW4.

56 Belt mount or stiffener. Hollow triangular section,
shaped ends with pin or rivet holes. Cu alloy. L:
33mm; W: 8mm. See examples from London (Egan
and Pritchard 1991, 213, fig.134, nos 1147, 1149-
1151). SF 3193. 3875, A1.51, Per 3.

57 Belt mount or stiffener. Tiny cast mount with two
integral rivets. Cu alloy. L: 12mm; W: 5mm. 2185,
A5.16, Per 4, TSE1.

58 Small belt mount with two rivets and washers.
Hollow domed circular centre with opposed
square extensions or lugs with attached points.
Copper alloy. L: 19mm; W: 12mm. SF 2019. 2284,
A5.20, Per 4, TSE1.

59 Diamond- or lozenge-shaped embossed belt
mount with embossed beaded border and raised
central boss pierced by a small pinhole. Two small
embossed lobes extend from two edges. For
diamond- or lozenge-shaped belt mounts generally
see Egan and Pritchard 1991, 198-200, fig. 125). Cu
alloy. L: 17mm; W: 14mm. SF 3056. 3749, A1.59, Per
4, TSW4.

60 Six-petal belt mount, with two fixing lugs with
small square washers. For sexfoil belt mounts see
Egan and Pritchard 1991, 186-92, figs118-121). Cu
alloy. D: 19mm. 3929, A1.59, Per 4, TSW4.

61 Stamped sexfoil mount with two pinholes and a
possible central insert or setting. Cu alloy. 17mm x
17mm. 3541, A1.56, Per 4, TSW2.

62 Plain domed mount or stud (not illustrated), now
folded. Cu alloy. D: 18mm. 4116, A1.32, Per 3,
TSW1.

63 Strap end with forked spacer and simple moulded
terminal. Medieval. Cu alloy. L: 31mm; W: 13mm.
3736, A1.59, Per 4, TSW4.

64 Long triangular belt tag, with split top and two
nail or rivet holes. Cu alloy. L: 77mm; W: 11mm. SF
3156. 4426, A1.94, Per 7, TSW5.

65 Strap junction. Cast narrow strap junction, with
decorative mouldings and a loose ring attached
through a hole at one end. Cu alloy. L: 41mm. 4936,
A1.17, Per 2, TSW3.

66 Hollow round button, formed from two
hemispherical sections. Wire loop attached to rear
section. Cu alloy. L: 12mm; W: 11mm. SF 3024.
3643, A1.66, Per 4, TSW3.

67 Tweezers with asymmetrical blades. One blade is
thicker and bent to a shape, the other thin and
straight. The handle appears to be decorated and

terminates in a small loop. Cu alloy. L: 45mm; W:
4mm. SF 3078. 3774, A1.39, Per 3, LD.

Household items (Figs 6.45, 6.46)

68 Vessel rim, probably from a bowl or basin. Leaded
alloy. Cu alloy. L: 51mm; W: 31mm. 3406, A1.5, Per
1, LDW3.

69 Cast leg from a vessel, of rectangular section. Cu
alloy. L: 60mm; W 26mm. SF 3020. 3078, A1.51, Per
3.

70 Cast leg from a vessel. Failed casting? Cu alloy. L:
88mm; W: 38mm. SF 3198. 3875, A1.51, Per 3.

71 Cast leg from tripod vessel. faulty casting? Cu
alloy. L: 69mm. SF 3114. 3929, A1.59, Per 4, TSW4.

72 Simple drop handle (not illustrated), formed from
rectangular section rod. Fe. L: 95mm; W: 25mm.
4615, A1.15, Per 2, TSW2.

73 Simple drop handle. Cu alloy. L: 72mm; W: 31mm.
Context 3629, A1.54, Per 3.

74 Decorative binding or mount, with traces of
gilding. Cu alloy. L: 40mm; 14mm. 2202, A5.6, Per
2, TSE1S.

Religion (Fig. 6.47)

75 Cast figure of a reclining recumbent knight. The
knight is lying on his right side with his legs bent
and ankles crossed. He is resting his head on his
right arm and his left arm is raised with the hand
on his hip. There is a single fixing hole in the
region of the groin.
Armour and clothing: The shape of the sculpted
head suggests that the head is protected by a
bascinet with attached mail aventail to protect the
neck rather than by a coif of mail. The upper and
lower arms are clearly protected by plate armour,
with poleyns or elbow cops clearly delineated. The
upper legs are apparently protected by mail
cuisses, with poleyns or knee cops to provide
additional protection. The aventail and the cuisses
are both depicted with rows of short vertical marks
perhaps best interpreted as mail, but possibly as
scale armour. In contrast, the lower legs and feet
below the poleyns are plain with no surface treat-
ment, with no indication of footwear suggesting
that the lower legs and feet were enclosed in mail.
The trunk of the figure is covered by a long
surcoat, close fitting over the chest and lose and
flowing around the legs, with V-shaped opening at
the front. The material of the surcoat appears
bunched around the waist. 
Pose: figure is reclining with head supported on a
bent right arm. The left arm is rather awkwardly
positioned with the hand resting on the waist. The
legs are crossed at the ankle. It is probable that the
figure is a sleeping and represents a sleeping
Roman soldier from a resurrection scene. 
Parallels: A very small number of similar mounts
are known: Stogursey, Somerset (Portable
Antiquities Scheme, 2005, 73), Shingham, Norfolk
(Ashley et al. 2000), Idlicote, Warwicks (UK
Detector Finds Database) and an example in the
Cambridge Museum of Archaeology and
Anthropology (Stratford 1987, pl. xl, b). 

There are detail differences between the mounts.
The figure from Stogursey has a smooth aventail
with no obvious surface markings, except a slight
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Fig. 6.46   Household items and security equipment, nos 73 and 77-9

Fig. 6.45 (facing page)   Personal, household and leisure items, nos 67-71, 74 and 76
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and distinct border where it meets the surcoat. The
plate armour on the figure’s arms is similar to that
of the Bristol mount, but the treatment of the armour
of the legs is different with no clear representation
of mail. Unlike the Bristol example, the Stogursey
mount has two fixing holes, one hole below the
head, the other between the knees.

The mount from Shingham, Norfolk, is similar
to the Bristol example in the treatment of the detail
of the cuisses but the treatment of the aventail is
more defined, with a rectilinear grid of lines
suggesting mail. This mount, like the Stogursey
mount, has two fixing holes similarly positioned.
Like the Finzel’s Reach mount, the Shingham figure
is curved through its length, but unlike the Bristol
piece it is not flat-backed but slightly hollow cast.

The mount from Idlicote, Warks, is incomplete,
only the upper portion of the figure above the
waist surviving. It has a fixing hole in the centre 
of the chest. The head is a little worn with poor
definition of features, but the aventail appears to
be shown with small square plates or scales rather
than mail. In this it differs from the other
examples. 

The Cambridge mount has well-defined treat-
ment of the surface of the aventail, which is similar
the Shingham mount. The left arm is quite thin
and the plate armour sketchily modelled. The
surfaces of the cuisses are more strongly marked
than the other examples, but the folds of the
surcoat are less well modelled. The mount has a
single large hole in the centre of the chest. 

All the mounts are of a similar size and the
pose in each case is very similar, albeit with detail

differences, suggesting the possibility of a common
model or master for the moulds.
Date and function: The figurative mount from
Shingham, Norfolk, has been dated to the 13th
century on the basis of the armour (Ashley et al.
2000, 507) and a similar date was given to the
Cambridge mount (Stratford 1989, 380). This
dating is too early. An ‘ivory’ appliqué now in
the British Museum, which shows a reclining or
sleeping knight with armour of a slightly earlier
form, has been dated to the early 14th century
(Blair, in Stratford 1989). The bascinets and
aventails of the Bristol and other mounts suggest
a date in the mid 14th century, the developed
armour on the arms perhaps indicating a date in
the mid to late 14th century. By contrast, the
armour of the legs and the long surcoat suggests
an early 14th-century date. The surcoat and the
leg armour would seem to be anachronistic or
old fashioned when compared to the rest of the
armour. However, there is a stone effigy at
Aldworth, Berks, which shows a knight, possibly
Sir Philip De La Beche (died 1336), with plate
armour and surcoat, which is traditionally dated
to c 1320-1330 (Stone 1972, 159, 167 and pl. 121).
Stone argued that this monument, with its semi-
recumbent pose, is one of a small group that forms
part of short lived ‘romantic phase’ of English art
which he dates to 1320-1350 (Stone 1972, 167). It is
possibly to this artistic context that the recumbent
knight mounts belong.

The Bristol piece is almost certainly an appliqué
representing a sleeping Roman soldier and would
have formed part of a Resurrection scene. Late 14th
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and 15th-century alabaster panels or plaques of the
Resurrection show Roman soldiers in similar poses,
though with armour of later date. The scene could
have been part of a Passion Cycle or more probably
from an Easter sepulchre of wood. Cu alloy. L:
84mm; W: 27mm. SF 3023. 3531, A1.53, Per 3.

Leisure items (Fig. 6.45)
76 Book clasp. Cu alloy. L: 27mm; W: 11mm. SF 2012.

2197, A5.22, Per 6, TSE1.

Security equipment (Figs 6.46, 6.48)

77 Large barb spring padlock bolt, heavily encrusted.
Fe. L: 110mm. 8024, A3.3, Per 2.

78 Small padlock case. Cu alloy. L: 33mm; W: 24mm.
SF 3146. 4304, A1.57, Per 4, TSW3.

79 Loop hasp. Fe. Cf an example from St Aldates,
Oxford (formed from similarly spiral twisted iron
rod Goodall 1977, 142, fig. 25, no. 4). L: 124mm; W:
25mm. SF 3131. 4039, A1.57, Per 4, TSW3.

80 Small rotary lock key, with circular bow. The stem
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divides into three short knobs. Cu alloy. L: 63mm;
W: 37mm. SF 1027. 1406, A4.7, Per 2, TSE2.

81 Lock escutcheon, with engraved decoration. For
furniture. 18th-century. Copper alloy. W: 66mm.
2028, A5.24, Per 7.

Door fittings (Fig. 6.48)

82 Hinge strap from drop-hinge, with one end broken
and the other with pierced terminal Fe. L: 58mm;
W: 29mm. 3731, A1.51, Per 3.

Bindings (Fig. 6.48)

83 Curved edge binding. Cu alloy. L: 86mm; W:
15mm. SF 3180. 4659, A1.38, Per 3, TSW3.

84 Binding or mount (not illustrated). Short straight
mount of solid half round section and pierced with
three nail or pinholes. Cu alloy. L: 16mm; W: 4mm.
2224, A5.20, Per 4, TSE1.

85 Curved edge binding with thickened outer strip
(not illustrated), stepped to wide thin flange on the
inside curve, with a nail or rivet hole. Cu alloy. L:
93mm; W: 25mm. 3496, A1.87, Per 6, TSW3.

Objects of uncertain identification (Fig. 6.48)

86 Pivoting point. Tapering point of circular section,
with pierced half round lug at broad end. There is
small pivot bar through the lug. Cu alloy. L: 69mm;
W: 13mm. SF 3173. 4256, A1.46, Per 3, TSW4.

87 Object formed from fine wire folded and twisted
to form a small looped terminal. Cu alloy. L:
14mm. 3731, A1.51, Per 3.

88 Object formed from fine wire folded and twisted
to create a small looped terminal (not illustrated).
Similar to Cat. no. 87. Cu alloy. L: 8mm. 4256,
A1.46, Per 3, TSW4.

WORKED STONE ARTEFACTS
by Ruth Shaffrey
The worked stone assemblage comprised a total of
21 artefacts, mainly from Period 2 and 3 contexts
(late 12th to 14th century) in Areas 1, 4 and 5 (Figs
6.49–50). A broad range of artefact types were
found, most of which were of domestic origin,
although in some instances an industrial function
was also possible. 
    Items such as mortars could have been household
items for processing foodstuffs, but could equally
have been used for grinding and processing other
materials of a more commercial origin. A total of
four mortars were found in contexts from Periods 2,
3, 4 and 8. The earliest of these was recovered from a
Period 2 feature in Area 5 (2285, A5.6, TSE1S) and is
a small fragment of a Purbeck marble mortar.
Purbeck marble was used for mortars from the late
12th or early 13th century and in Winchester, where
Purbeck marble mortars dominated, the very
earliest examples are from mid 12th- to early 13th-
century contexts (Biddle and Smith 1990, 891).
Assuming this was not residual from the Roman
period, it is an unusual find in Bristol, both because
it is one of the earliest dated post-Roman Purbeck

marble mortars and because Purbeck marble was
not commonly used for mortars in Bristol, where
Pennant sandstone was more common (Good 1998,
164). Another unusual mortar was a Caen stone
mortar that had been reused in a Period 4 floor
surface in property TSW3. The distribution of Caen
stone mortars is concentrated along the south and
east coasts of England (Dunning 1977, fig. 152) and
the presence of this piece may be attributed to the
importation of Caen stone as a building material in
Bristol, since Caen mortars were a by-product of the
building stone industry (Dunning 1977, 331). 
    Two limestone spindle whorls were recovered
from Period 2 deposits (including no. 1) and a single
fired clay spindle whorl came from a Period 4
garden soil. This is a small number of spindle
whorls for an urban excavation in an industrial part
of the city. Although there is evidence for the
production of textiles in the area, the lack of spindle
whorls suggests that the yarn was spun elsewhere
and skeins or balls of yarn brought in, ready to be
woven.
    Similarly, whetstones, whilst of high quality and
no doubt of some significance to the people who
owned them, occur only in small numbers across
several centuries. A single whetstone of Kentish Rag
from Area 5 was found in a Period 2 pit fill and two
whetstones were found in Period 3 contexts, com -
prising a Norwegian Ragstone example (no. 2) and a
small, neatly finished and perforated variety (no. 5)
that is likely to have been suspended from a belt as
part of a tool kit useful for sharpening small blades
such as surgical items. Whetstones made from local
sandstone were a complete and heavily used tool
that was recovered from a Period 4 demolition layer
3286 (no. 3), and a second fragment that was found
in a Period 5 drain fill. This small assemblage does
not indicate the presence of a smith working with
large numbers of tools, especially as there is no
evidence for the use of rotating whetstones and
larger sharpening equipment that ought to be
contained within a smith’s workshop. Other trades
are known to have operated within the excavated
area, however, in particular those involved in the
production of leather and textiles, and these would
have had blades that required regular sharpening.
Thus, craftsmen may have owned one or two
whetstones as part of their equipment, enabling
them to sharpen some of the tools required for their
trade on the premises. 
    Evidence for leisure activities was provided by
two pieces of slate from contexts attributed to
Periods 2 and 3 that had been shaped for use as
counters and three limestone marbles that were
similarly dated. Marbles occur with reasonable
frequency in archaeological assemblages in this
country from the Roman period onwards. Two
fragments of slate pencils were recovered from a
post-medieval drain fill (no. 4). Pencils of this type
are usually 18th-century in date (Margeson 1993, 71). 
    Small numbers of other artefact types also
occurred. Two single, crudely shaped and burnt
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Fig. 6.49 Spindle whorl, whetstones and pencil (nos 1-5)
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stone discs of either Pennant sandstone or Old Red
Sandstone are of a type thats occur with some
regularity on medieval and post-medieval sites and,
although their function is not entirely clear, it seems
likely that they relate to cooking and are probably
domestic in origin. A single small rectangular vessel
that was found in a Period 2 garden soil was neatly
worked on the outside but only roughly tooled
inside, and although its unfinished state makes it
difficult to assign a function, it could have been
intended for use as a lamp. The only quern was an
object of Pen Pits Greensand from Wiltshire that
was found in a Period 4 context (no. 6). The lack of
querns from the excavations may be explained by
the periods represented, which coincide with hand-
operated querns being superseded by mortars
(Biddle and Smith 1990, 891). The quern is made of
a very unusual stone type for the region and is
another example of the wide ranging origins of
artefacts in Bristol.

Catalogue of illustrate worked stone artefacts
(Figs 6.49 and 6.50)
1 Spindle whorl. Fine grained grey limestone

(dirty). Form A2 (Walton Rogers 1997, 1736).
Perfectly cylindrical perforation exactly 7mm
diameter on both sides and in all directions.
Multiple parallel thin lines incised around the
whorl. Th: 17mm. Dia: 33mm. SF 3194. 4967, 
A1.23, Per 2, TSW4.

2 Complete primary whetstone. Schist, Norwegian
Rag. Tapered with perforation at wide end, 6mm
diameter. Has two deep grooves across the flat
narrow end of the whetstone and grooves across the
top edge. The top face is also polished. L: 72mm;
B: 3-12mm; Th: 7-11mm. SF 3042. 3626, A1.51, Per 3.

3 Whetstone, complete. Fine to medium grained
dark grey micaceous sandstone. Rectilinear with
rectangular section. Heavily used along both side
faces so they are very smooth with sharp arrises
and are distinctly concave along their length. L:
93mm; B: 26-32mm; Th: 16mm. SF 3009. 3286,
A1.69. Per 4, TSW2.

4 Pencil. Slate pencil. Clear lines down the length
of the pencil and towards the tip. The other end is
broken. L: >38mm: Dia: 3-5mm. SF 3035. 3723,
A1.94, Per 7, TSW5.

5 Whetstone. Fine-grained micaceous sandstone. 
All the faces are very flat and worn smooth with
sharp arrises. There are several long sharp grooves
running longitudinally down the faces. The
whetstone is tapered along its length with the
wider top end being very rounded and the bottom
end being broken. The crudely made perforation
measures 4mm wide at its narrowest point and
approximately 18mm wide at the surface. 
L: >147mm; B: 44-61mm; Th: 34-36mm. 2580, A5.7,
Per 2, TSE1S.

6 Lower rotary quern stone. Greensand, Pen Pits.
Neatly pecked all over. Fully perforated with a
lip around the eye. Vertical edges with roughly
parallel faces but convex grinding surface and
concave lower surface. Dia: 520mm; Th: 62mm. 
SF 2000. 2567, A5.20, Per 4, TSE1.
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BUILDING STONE by Ruth Shaffrey
The stone roofing comprises examples of slate and
sandstone and both lithologies occur in contexts
dating from the mid 13th century onwards, although
the slate occurs only as non-diagnostic fragments.
The micaceous roof-stones are likely to be of
relatively local origin and are probably Old Red
Sandstone from north Somerset, although they could
be Pennant sandstone, as the two types are virtually
indistinguishable in hand specimen (Saunders 1998).
Although the slates could be from Devon and
Cornwall, they are much more likely to have arrived
at Bristol from Pembrokeshire via the Bristol
Channel (Jope and Dunning 1954, 212), especially
given documentary evidence relating to the importa-
tion of slate.

The sandstone roofing (no. 1) is far more
numerous than the slate and occurs mainly in
features of medieval date. It occurs in significantly
smaller quantities than the ceramic ridge tile, with
which it might have been paired on a single roof.
Substantial stone-lined drains were constructed
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Fig. 6.51 Roof stone and chalk sphere

during later phases, however, and disused stone
roofing would have been ideally suited for use in
these, thus reducing the number deposited as refuse.

The quantities of slate roofing recovered are
small, and not indicative of slate-roofed buildings
on the actual site, possibly because of the industrial
nature of the buildings on site; slates were more
costly to install than ceramic roof tiles and likely to
have been chosen for aesthetic reasons (Holden
1965, 74). The slate roofing predominantly occurred
in 18th- and 19th-century phases. This generally late
date is not indicative of the availability of slate
roofing, which was in production from the earlier
medieval period (Allan 1984, 301) as people started
to appreciate the benefits of fire-proof roofing (Jope
and Dunning 1954, 214). In addition, documentary
evidence indicates that slate was being used in
significant quantities in Bristol or its hinterland by
the 16th century, with 11,000 slates shipped from
Milford to Bristol in 1566 and more from Padstow in
1603 (Jope and Dunning 1954, 212 referencing Lewis
1927, 218). The likelihood is that the occasional slate
from earlier phases indicates use elsewhere in the
city and that slate roofing was not popular in this
relatively low-status, semi-industrial area.

The perforations are varied in size but mostly of
a size suggesting the use of wooden pegs, which
were the most common method of fixing (Jope and
Dunning 1954, 212). Some of the 18th-19th century
stones and slates were fixed with nails, as indicated
by the smaller perforations and one example with a
nail still present. 
    The evidence indicates that stone was used for
roofing in this part of Bristol from about the 12th
century. During these early phases, stone roofing
may have been combined with ceramic ridge tiles
and this sandstone roofing may have been in use as
late as the 17th or 18th century. Sandstone roofing is
represented only in small quantities, so either only
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selected buildings were roofed with these materials,
the waste from demolished buildings was systemat-
ically reused, or the quantities that were recovered
originated from other parts of the city. From the
18th century onwards, the evidence (in small
quantities) is for the use of slate, albeit probably not
in the excavated areas. The only architectural stone
recovered comprises two pieces of Caen stone from
Area 5.
    An unusual chalk sphere was found in ditch fill
3941 (no. 2). It has two flat areas of mortar attached
to it at right angles to one another that indicate that
the sphere was pressed in an internal right angled
corner. Its function is not clear but is presumably
decorative.

Catalogue of illustrated building stone (Fig. 6.51)
1 Roof-stone. Old Red Sandstone. Complete thick

heavy stone, burnt and blackened. Neat circular
perforation measuring 10.5mm dia. Measures 240 x
210mm. 4446, A1.66, Per 4, TSW3.

2 Chalk sphere with two small areas of mortar at
right angles to each other as if it was placed inside
the right-angled corner of a wall. Dia: 22mm. 3941,
A1.39, Per 3, LD.

MISCELLANEOUS SMALL FINDS by Ian Scott
A small number of miscellaneous finds comprise ten
ceramic marbles from contexts of Periods 7 and 8,
four ceramic counters from Periods 3, 4 and 8, and a
scallop shell pilgrim’s badge from Period 3. The 10
ceramic marbles (nos 1-10) are all unglazed and
hand-made, and range from 14.5-21mm in diameter,
with all but one example in the range 14.5-18mm.
Ceramic marbles have a long history going back to
Ancient Egypt and were probably produced by
potters as a minor side line. It was not until the later
19th century that ceramic marbles were mass
produced. The ceramic counters on the other hand
are all cut from medieval ceramics. The examples
from Period 3 contexts comprise counters cut from
the base of a Ham Green vessel (no. 14) found in
Area 4 and from an unglazed Minety ware vessel
(no. 11) found in Area 1. Another example in Minety
ware fabric comes from a Period 8 (19th-century)
context in Area 1 (no. 12) and is clearly residual. The
Ham Green fabric is dated 1150 to 1275, whereas the
Minety fabric is dated 1250 to 1500. Finally, there is a
counter in a Redcliffe ware fabric dated 1250 to 1400
from a Period 4 context (no. 13). The latter has a dark
green glaze. These counters vary in size from 25mm
to 46mm in diameter. None has been rubbed at the
edge. It is perhaps most likely that they were used as
gaming pieces.
    A most interesting find is the scallop shell
pilgrim’s badge. The shell is a lower valve and has
two piercings through the apex or beak. The ears to
either side of the apex have been largely removed.
The shell could have been suspended or it could
have been sewn to a hat, cloak or bag. The scallop is
the badge of St James of Compostela, and his shrine

at Santiago de Compostela was perhaps the most
popular of the three great pilgrimage destinations
in the medieval period (Spencer 2010, 244-47, see
also Spencer 1990a, 41-2, and Spencer 1990b, 799,
801). The popularity of Santiago de Compostela was
such that the scallop shell was widely used as a sign
of pilgrimage and St James was adopted as the
patron saint of pilgrims. This is reflected in the
changes in the representation of St James: in early
representations he is an apostle or cleric, but in later
representations he is shown as a pilgrim with broad
brimmed hat, staff and cloak (for representations of
St James as an apostle or cleric see for example
Cherry 2007, figs 4.1 and 4.2, and contrast with figs
4.5 and 4.6 showing him as a pilgrim). 
    A number of scallop shells used as pilgrim badges
have been found in archaeological contexts, including
examples from London (Spencer 2010, 244 and illus-
tration 248a), Winchester (Spencer 1990b, 802 and fig.
234, no. 2481) Keynsham Abbey, Somerset (Lowe
1987, 91, not illustrated, for a photograph see Barber
2006, cover), the cemetery of St Helen’s Fishergate,
York and from the East Kirk of St Nicholas, Aberdeen.
A scallop was recovered from the burial of a mature
woman (inhumation 108) in the cemetery of St
Helen’s Fishergate, York (Spall and Toop 2005; see
also Gilchrist 2008, 130 and fig. 2). The burial dates
from the mid 14th- to the mid 15th-century. Two
burials excavated in the East Kirk of St Nicholas,
Aberdeen, contained scallop shells; one burial had
two scallop shells located above the head (Aberdeen
City Archaeological Unit 2008, 8), the second burial
had a single shell by the left leg (ibid. 13). The burials
were associated with the 12th-century church and
13th- to 14th-century cemetery. The Keynsham
scallop is painted and was found in a grave thought
to date to the 13th century (Lowe 1987, 91). The
scallop shells from London and Winchester have been
identified as Pecten maximus, or the ‘Great scallop’, the
species of scallop which is found on the Atlantic coast
of Spain. The scallop from the St Helen’s Fishergate
burial has been identified as Pecten jacobeus, some -
times known as ‘St James’s scallop’.
    A small number of pilgrim badges found in
Bristol have been published (Barker 1977), amongst
them an ampulla in the shape of a scallop shell
(Barker, op. cit., 48 and fig.1, no. 1). However, this
particular ampulla has no direct connection with
Compostela, since it was made at Canterbury and
has a mitred head, probably representing Thomas
Becket, on one side and a depiction of Becket’s
murder on the other face. Most of the badges
published by Barker were dredged from the
Floating Harbour in the late 19th century. 
    Bristol was one of the main embarkation points
for pilgrims heading for Santiago de Compostela
(Barker op. cit., 47-8), and there is good historical
evidence for numbers of pilgrims sailing from
Bristol en route there (Childs 1999, 133-35). Ships
from Bristol regularly plied across the Bay of Biscay
trading with Bordeaux and further south with
Iberia (ibid., 139) and ship owners were issued
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licences to carry pilgrims (Webb 2001, 187 for
examples of licences issued in 1368 to William
Derby of Bristol to carry ‘pilgrims of middling
condition and no great estate’ wishing to go to
Santiago). Amongst the many pilgrims who sailed
from Bristol was Margery Kempe who waited for
six weeks for a ship to Santiago (Child 1999, 133;
Webb 2001, 112-13).

Catalogue of illustrated miscellaneous small finds
(Fig. 6.52)
1 Ceramic marble, hand-made, unglazed. Grey

fabric, with iron staining. D: 16.4mm. SF 3105.
3723, A1.94, Per 7, TSW5.

2 Ceramic marble, hand-made, unglazed. Pink buff
fabric, with iron staining and some iron build up.
D: 14.8mm. SF 3105. 3723, A1.94, Per 7, TSW5.

3 Ceramic marble, hand-made, unglazed. Pink buff
fabric, with iron staining and iron build up D:
14.5mm. SF 3105. 3723, A1.94, Per 7, TSW5.

4 Ceramic marble, hand-made, unglazed. Pink buff
fabric. D: 21mm. 3023, A1.97, Per 8.

5 Ceramic marble, hand-made, unglazed. Grey buff
fabric. D: 18mm. 3023, A1.97, Per 8.

6 Ceramic marble, hand-made, unglazed. Pink buff
fabric. Slightly flattened D: 17mm. 3023, A1.97,
Per 8.

7 Ceramic marble, hand-made, unglazed. Pink buff
fabric. D: 17mm. 3023, A1.97, Per 8.

8 Ceramic marble, hand-made, unglazed. Pink buff
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fabric. D: 16.5mm. 3023, A1.97, Per 8.
9 Ceramic marble, hand-made, unglazed. Cream

fabric. Slightly irregular. D: 17mm. 4002, A1.97,
Per 8.

10 Ceramic marble, hand-made, unglazed. Pink buff
fabric, with some iron staining. D: 15.5mm. 6030,
A2.6, Per 8, TS.

11 Ceramic counter made from Minety ware vessel
(fabric date: 1250-1500). Unglazed. Nibbled edges,
not smoothed. D: 33mm x 32mm. 3260, A1.39, Per
3, LD.

12 Ceramic counter made from Minety ware vessel
(fabric date: 1250-1500). Unglazed. Nibbled edges,
not smoothed. D: 46mm x 43mm. 3000, A1.97, Per 8.

13 Ceramic counter made from Redcliffe ware vessel
(fabric date c 1250-1400). Dark green glaze on outer
face. Nibbled edges, not smoothed. D: 31mm x
28mm. 3702, A1.69, Per 4, TSW2.

14 Ceramic counter made from vessel base. 
Ham Green ware fabric BPT32 (fabric date: 1150-
1275). Unglazed. Nibbled edges, not smoothed. 
D: 25mm x 23.5mm. 1008, A4.8, Per 3, TSE2.

15 Scallop shell pilgrim badge, right or lower valve
of small scallop shell, with two piercings for
suspension near the apex. The ears have been cut
and largely removed. Pilgrim’s badge. L: 60mm;
W: 63mm. 1007, A4.8, Per 3, TSE2.

THE WORKED BONE, ANTLER AND IVORY
OBJECTS by Leigh Allen (with species identification 
by Lena Strid) 
A total of 46 worked bone, antler and ivory objects
were recovered from the excavation. Many of these
were mundane domestic and personal objects such
as handles, late post-medieval buttons, and pins but
there are also gaming pieces, writing implements, a
tuning peg from a musical instrument and a nut
from a crossbow. Manufacturing debris comprises
bead/button working debris and sheep/goat
metapodia that have been axially perforated, and
the distribution of this material is of interest. 

Overview of the assemblage 
Three implements associated with writing were
recovered from the site. A lathe-turned bone parch-
ment pricker/stylus SF 2024 (no. 25) came from
context 2337 (mid 13th- to 14th-century pit fill). It is
of a fairly typical form having a spherical head with
incised grooves below and a tapering shank; unfor-
tunately, the very tip and the metal point are
missing. The function of these late medieval objects
is widely discussed; the metal point could have
been used to pierce parchment in order to mark out
lines but they are more likely to be writing imple-
ments for use with wax tablets (Egan 1998 272, fig.
210). They are not just found on ecclesiastical sites
but also on secular sites sometimes associated with
schools. A further two styli made from goose radii
were recovered from contexts 3799 (mid 13th- to
14th-century pit fill) and 2539 (mid 12th- to early
13th-century pit fill) (nos 26-27). The first is
complete and the end has been cut at an oblique

angle to form a slender point. The second is incom-
plete; the tip is missing but the shaft is highly
polished through use. A number of functions are
attributed to these objects, the most convincing that
they are either pens or scoops for measuring out
powder for making ink. Some examples have been
found with ink stains on the tip and shaft
(MacGregor 1985, 125-126) 
    Two dice were recovered from contexts 1299 (mid
13th to mid 14th century) and 2344 (late 14th- to
15th-century clay floor) (nos 28-29). Both have
numbers laid out in the standard way with opposing
faces adding up to 7. A bone string-tensioning peg
(no. 30) was recovered from context 3731 (mixed
garden soil); the peg has a squared-off pyramidal
head and a shaft with a circular cross-section. This
form of tuning peg was for use on an instrument
with a pegboard accessible from either side, such as
a harp or a fiddle (Henig 1977, 163-166, fig. 39, nos.
9 and 11). 
    One of the most unusual finds from the site was
the crossbow nut (no. 31) recovered from context
1357 (mid 13th- to 14th-century well fill), which is of
typical medieval form, being lathe-turned and
cylindrical. There is an axial perforation for
securing the nut to the top of the stock and a slot cut
in the underside still has the oxidised remains of the
iron wedge, which would have protected the trigger
slot. The cylinder has been modified by the removal
of a transverse subtriangular section to form the
groove for the bowstring and a longitudinal slot
(forming two upward projections or ‘fingers’) has
been cut through the nut to hold the arrow. The
crossbow was most probably brought to England at
the time of the Norman Conquest (although not
depicted on the Bayeux Tapestry) and was used for
both hunting and warfare. Many examples of
crossbow nuts have been recovered from sites in
this country (from as early as the 11th century)
indicating that the crossbow became increasingly
popular after the Conquest and remained in use
throughout the medieval and into the post-
medieval period. The form of the nut changed little
over time and antler remained the most commonly
used material for the production of these nuts until
the general adoption of steel in the 17th century
(MacGregor 1976). It is interesting to note that an
arrowhead and a possible fragment of chain mail
are associated with the same period and property
(TSE2, Period 3; see Scott, above).
    Two fragments of decorated bonework are both
from early (Period 2) contexts. The decorated strip
(no. 35) has the remains of a hole for a small tack or
rivet to secure it possibly to a box or casket. Similar
examples have been recovered from 12th-century
contexts at Winchester (Biddle and Hinton 1990, 781-
787, fig. 226, no. 2415). No. 36 is a highly polished
and decorated fragment from a cattle metapodial
and is probably a fragment from a knife handle. 
    Evidence for button/bead working was recov-
ered from context 2344 (a Period 4 floor surface
from the rear of property TSE1) in the form of three
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strips cut from large mammal long bones (no. 37).
Each strip has holes through it where discs of c 8mm
diameter have been removed. Bone working debris
of this kind is commonly found on medieval/post-
medieval sites (MacGregor 1985, 99-102).
    Further evidence of bone working on the site is
indicated by a number of sheep/goat metapodials
and a pig tibia that all have holes drilled axially
through one end, generally the proximal end (nos
38-45). In most cases the bones are also broken
about half way along the shaft, although two
examples remain intact. Metapodials drilled in this
way were recovered from Coppergate, York
(MacGregor, Mainman and Rogers 1999, 1991-1992)
but it is unclear what their function was. Perhaps
they are rough-outs for handles for whittle tang
implements. At the present site these objects (with a
single exception from mixed garden soils) occur
only in contexts of Periods 1-3, with three examples
coming from property TSW4 in Period 3. 
    A small chevron-shaped fragment of bone (no.
46, not illustrated), pointed at one end and with a V-
shaped notch cut in the other end, was recovered
from context 2344 (late 14th- to 15th-century floor
surface). A similar shaped fragment recovered from
a context of the same date at Winchester is des -
cribed as a fragment of bone inlay which would
have been glued into a groove with other shaped
pieces to form a design on objects such as caskets,
instrument cases or game boards (Biddle and
Hinton 1990, 781-787, fig.228, no. 2433).
    The most notable concentration of worked bone
is associated with Area 5 Propety TSE1. Two of the
three definite bone writing implements (nos 25 and
27) came from this property, two of the decorative
bonework items (nos 35 and 46) and one of the
axially drilled metapodia (no 43), as well as one of
the dice (no. 28) and the button- or bead-making
debris. One of the two bone beads found on the site
(no. 9) was also from this property, although found
in a Period 6 context. Two of the axially drilled
metapodia (nos 39 and 44) and the other die (no. 29)
came from property TSE2 in Area 4, where the
crossbow nut (no. 31) was also found. The final
group of interest is from Area 1 property TSW4,
where three of the axially drilled metapodia were
found in closely related contexts of Period 3 (nos.
40-42), suggesting that there was some connection
between these objects and the activities carried out
in this area at the time.

Catalogue of worked bone, antler and ivory 
(Figs 6.53-6.55)
1 Comb fragment, ivory, incomplete. Damaged

fragment from a simple double-sided bone comb.
Very few complete teeth remaining. The stubs that
are present indicate that there were fine teeth on
both sides of the central plate. The comb has a
slender cross-section and would originally have had
an H-shaped frame. L: 48mm. 3023, A1.97 Per 8.

2 Comb fragment (not illustrated), ivory, incom-

plete. Damaged fragment from a simple double-
sided bone comb. Remains of the teeth indicate
that there would have been coarse teeth on one
side of the central plate and fine on the other (there
are nine complete coarse teeth). The comb would
have had an H-shaped frame. The surviving
fragment has a very slender cross-section. L:
38mm. SF 3157. 4334, A1.66, Per 4, TSW3.

3 Button, bone, incomplete. Small circular, slightly
concave bone button with five holes through it.
There are faint concentric grooves from the lathe
visible in the dished side. The whole button is
stained green and would originally have had a
copper alloy sheet cover, probably stamped with 
a decoration. D: 15mm. 3567, A1.97, Per 8.

4 Button, bone, complete. Circular bone button with
a chamfered edge and a flat back. There are four
holes through it and faint concentric grooves on
the upper face from the lathe. D: 21mm . 3648,
A1.93, Per 7, TSW4.

5 Pin (not illustrated). Bone, incomplete. A pin
fashioned from a pig fibula. The tip is missing and
the head is roughly shaped/rounded with a
roughly circular perforation through it. L: 98mm.
SF 3000. 3024, A1.82, Per 5, LDW1.

6 Pin, bone, complete. Complete bone needle
crudely fashioned from a long bone from a large
mammal. The head has been shaped and rounded
and the eye is circular. L: 109mm. SF 3010, 3537,
A1.89, Per 6, TSW3.

7 Pin (not illustrated). Bone, complete. A simple
headless bone pin. The upper end of the shank
terminates in a straight cut, the shaft tapers to the
tip, there is evidence of light polish on the upper
half of the shaft. L: 103mm. SF 3047. 3741, A1.59,
Per 4, TSW4.

8 Bead, bone, complete. Small spherical bead with
flattened poles, plain. D: 6mm. 4256, A1.47, Per 3,
TSW4.

9 Bead, bone, incomplete. Small and rather damaged
biconical bead with a straight cut hole through the
centre. D: 8mm. 2235, A5.23, Per 6, TSE1N.

10 Knife (not illustrated). Bone, complete. The handle
has a rectangular section, a decorated terminal and
tapers toward the shoulder, which is also
decorated. The shoulder is forked to receive the
blade. The blade is straight, the back and the
cutting edge run parallel, the end of the blade is
rounded and has two prongs on the back. L:
162mm. SF 3018. 3567, A1.55, Per 4, TSW1.

11 Pocket knife (not illustrated). bone and iron,
complete. Pocket knife with folding iron blades
held in sprung handles, closed along the back,
with iron side plates to which bone scales are
attached. L: 95mm. 3862, A1.97, Per 8.

12 Handle (not illustrated). Bone, complete. A 
crude handle for a whittle-tang implement (only
the tang and a small section of the blade survive).
The handle is the unworked distal end of a sheep
metapodial. L: 85mm. 4158, A1.74, Per 5, TSW2. 

13 Handle (not illustrated). Ivory, complete. Simple
handle for a whittle-tang implement. The handle
has an ovoid section that gently expands towards 
a rounded end. It has a longitudinal socket with
remains of the iron tang still in situ. The handle 
has multiple longitudinal groves running down
each side (Hinton 1990, 864-868, fig.261, no.2913).
L: 72mm. 3482, A1.97, Per 8.
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Fig. 6.53 Worked bone, antler and ivory, nos 1-25
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14 Handle (not illustrated). Bone, incomplete. A
slender bone handle from a whittle-tang imple-
ment (the iron tang is still in situ). The handle has
an irregular hexagonal cross section and is
polished. The butt end is stained green and has
been roughly shaped and tapered to accommodate
a copper alloy end cap. L: 74mm. 3736, A1.59, Per
4, TSW4.

15 Handle, bone, incomplete. Decorative handle from
a whittle-tang implement. The handle has a
circular cross section and expands very slightly
towards the butt. There is a separate bone plug in
the end. The handle is divided into segments by
raised collars each decorated with groups of
incised grooves. L: 46mm. SF 3025. 3648, A1.93, Per
7, TSW4.

16 Handle, bone, complete. A bone handle for a
whittle-tang implement. The handle has a circular
cross section and expands towards the butt. There
is a separate bone plug in the end. The handle is
decorated with groups of three diagonal indenta-
tions, giving the impression of a stylised leaf. L:
125mm. SF 3203. 4151, A1.87, Per 6, TSW3.

17 Handle (not illustrated). Bone, complete. Very
damaged pistol grip handle from a whittle-tang
implement. L: 80mm. SF 3036. 3723, A1.94, Per 7,
TSW5.

18 Point (not illustrated). Bone, incomplete. Lightly
polished point cut from large mammal
(cattle/horse) long bone. The shaft is ovoid in
section and tapers to a point. The head end is
incomplete/damaged. L: 130mm. 3000, A1.97, Per 8. 

19 Point (not illustrated). Bone, incomplete. Lightly
polished point cut from large mammal
(cattle/horse) long bone. The shaft is ovoid in
section and tapers to a point. The upper part of the
shaft is missing. L: 70mm. SF 3012. 3048, A1.51.

20 Point (not illustrated). Bone, incomplete. Shaft and
tip from a bone point roughly cut and lightly
polished. L: 70mm. SF 3028. 3694, A1.84, Per 5,
TSW4.

21 Point (not illustrated). Bone, complete. A point
fashioned from a sheep/goat metapodial that has
been split in half longitudinally and then shaped
into a point with a sub-rectangular section. L:
108mm. 4083, A1.56, Per 4, TSW2.

22 Point (not illustrated). Bone, incomplete. An
incomplete bone point in very poor condition. The
head and tip are both missing. The surviving
section of the shaft tapers towards the tips and
where the surface survives it shows evidence of
light polish. L:101mm. 2265, A5.20, Per 4, TSE1. 

23 Bobbin, bone, incomplete. A cylindrical bobbin
tapering very gradually along its length. It has
bands of incised lines running the complete length.
There is a moulding on the terminal. Possible lace
bobbin. L: 62mm. SF 3164. 3927, A1.91, Per 7,
TSW3. 

24 Needle case, bone, complete. Cylindrical case
decorated at one end with a wide collar of machine
made grooves above which the cylinder is recessed
as if for a push-on lid. The other end is stained
green, possibly from a copper alloy end cap. L:
55mm. SF 3154. 4391, A1.63, Per 4, LD. 

25 Parchment pricker/stylus, bone, incomplete.
Turned bone stylus with a spherical head and
tapering shaft, tip and metal point missing. Below
the head there is a raised collar with three grooves

incised in it. The grooves do not go all the way
around the collar. The shaft and the head are
heavily polished through use. L: 64mm. SF 2024.
2337, A5.12, Per 3, TSE1N.

26 Stylus, goose radius, complete, with the end cut
obliquely to form a sharp point. L: 136mm. 3799,
A1.48, Per 3, LDW1.

27 Stylus, goose radius, incomplete. The tip is missing
but the shaft is very highly polished through use. L:
104mm. SF 2032. 2539, A5.6, Per 2, TSE1S.

28 Die, bone complete. Small bone die with standard
numbering, solid and marked with single ring-
and-dot. L: 5mm. SF 2006. 2344, A5.20, Per 4, TSE1.

29 Die, bone?, complete. A small bone die, standard
numbering, solid. Marked with double ring-and-
dot. The die is highly polished and the faces are
slightly concave. L: 8mm. 1299, A4.9, Per 3, TSE2. 

30 Tuning peg, bone, complete. A bone string-
tensioning peg with a circular cross section shaft
and a square cut head. Cut marks and striations 
on the shaft indicate that the peg was hand made.
The head is lightly polished. L: 47mm. 3731, A1.51.

31 Crossbow nut, antler, incomplete. Lathe-turned
cylindrical crossbow nut. There is an axial perfora-
tion for securing the nut to the top of the stock 
and a notch cut in the underside for the sear. The
cylinder has been modified by the removal of a
transverse subtriangular section to form the groove
for the bowstring and a longitudinal slot (forming
two upward projections or ‘fingers’) has been cut
through the nut to hold the arrow. D:29mm. 1357,
A4.8, Per 3, TSE2. 

32 Disc (not illustrated). Bone, complete. Circular
bone disc with a rolled edge and a small hole
through the centre. There are faint cut/saw marks
visible on both faces. D: 16mm. SF 3017. 3567,
A1.97, Per 8.

33 Disc, bone. Circular bone disc with a rolled edge
and an indentation at the centre where it would
have been attached to the lathe. There are faint
cut/saw marks visible on both faces. L: 19mm.
3482, A1.97, Per 8.

34 Disc (not illustrated). Ivory, complete. Thin ivory
disc, plain apart from a small circular hole at the
centre. L: 21mm. SF 3064. 3723, A1.94, Per 7, TSW5.

35 Decorated strip, bone, incomplete. A rectangular,
flat-backed strip with a D-shaped section.
Decorated with incised grooves and ring and dot
design. Both ends broken, small circular perfora-
tion visible in the broken edge. L: 86mm. 2539,
A5.6, Per 2, TSE1S. 

36 Decorated fragment, bone, incomplete. A highly
polished fragment from a cattle metapodial. The
surface is decorated with small indentations in
short curving lines, one end has been cut straight.
It is probably a fragment from an implement
handle. L: 72mm. SF 3174, 4315, A1.28, Per 2,
TSW5.

37 Boneworking debris, bone, incomplete. Three
fragments of strip (not joining) cut from the long
bone shaft of a large mammal (cattle/horse). The
fragments are pierced by circular holes (D: 6mm),
left over from button or counter making. L: 20mm,
31mm and 17mm. 2344, A5.20, Per 4, TSE1.

38 Axially drilled metapodial. Sheep/goat
metatarsal, incomplete, large crude hole (D: 6mm)
through the centre of the proximal end. L: 64mm.
3069, A1.51, Per 3. 
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Fig. 6.54 Worked bone, antler and ivory, nos 26-37
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Fig. 6.55   Axially drilled metapoidials, nos 38-45
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Axially drilled metapodial

Axially drilled metapodial

Axially drilled metapodial

Axially drilled metapodial

Axially drilled metapodial

Axially drilled metapodial

Axially drilled metapodial

Fragment of inlay

LEATHER by Quita Mould 

Shoes and other leather objects

et al.
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The leather waste

The nature of the leather assemblage

Catalogue of illustrated leather 

c

Leather turnshoe, drawstring fastening ankle -
shoe, adolescent/small adult size
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Fig. 6.56   Leather, nos 1-2
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Fig. 6.57   Leather, nos 3-6
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Leather turnshoe, drawstring fastening
ankleshoe, right foot, small adult size

c

Leather turnshoe, drawstring fastening
ankleshoe, left foot, adult size

Leather turnshoe, ankleshoe, right foot, adoles-
cent/small adult size

c

Leather turnshoe, ankleshoe, ?left foot, adult size

Leather turnshoe, drawstring fastening
ankleshoe, left foot, adult size

Leather turnshoe, ankleshoe with toe stripe, adult
size

Leather turnshoe, cut down shoe, left foot, adult
size
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Leather turnshoe, front latchet fastening, for left
foot, adult size
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Fig. 6.58   Leather, nos 7-9
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Fig. 6.59   Leather, nos 10-13
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Leather turnshoe vamp, front latchet fastening,
for right foot, adult size

Leather turnshoe ankleshoe, side lacing, for
?right foot, adult size

Leather turnshoe ankleshoe, front tie-fastening,
right foot, adult size

Leather folded, rectangular, panel with bound
edges
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Fig. 6.60   Leather, nos 14-16
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Leather decorative strap

Leather primary waste

TEXTILES by Isabella von Holstein

et al.

et al.

WOODWORKING TECHNOLOGY
by Steven J Allen

Overview of the assemblage

et al
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The casks and cooperage

in situ
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Salix
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Fig. 6.61   Detail of scored marks on cask 7477
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Structures and structural timbers

The use and character of wood at the site

From Bridgehead to Brewery

Table 6.5  Estimated volume of Finzel’s Reach casks

Cask            Distance between       Internal diameter         Internal diameter         Internal diameter       Estimated volume        Estimated volume
                       croze grooves             at croze (lower)             at croze (upper)                   at belly                         in litres                    (1707 Statute 
                                                                                                                                                                                                           Customary gallons)
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Catalogue of illustrated timbers

Small finds 

Peg

Fraxinus
excelsior

Distaff

Acer campestre

Knife handle

Buxus sempervirens

rake head

Fagus sylvatica

Bridge

Taxus baccata

Brush back

Ulmus

Bale pin

Taxus baccata

Artefact

Fraxinus excelsior

Peg head

Handle

Buxus sempervirens

Handle

in situ

Alnus

Brush back

in situ Salix
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Fig. 6.63   Woodworking technology, small finds, nos 1-8
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Casks 

Cask

Quercus

Fraxinus excelsior

c
c 

Cask

Quercus

Corylus avellana

c 
c 

Cask
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Fig. 6.64   Woodworking technology, small finds, nos 9-12
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Fig. 6.68   Timbers 5011 and 5012
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Quercus

Fraxinus excelsior

Fraxinus
excelsior

c 
c 

Other timbers 

Quercus

Quercus

Ulmus

Quercus

Quercus

c 

Quercus
c

THE IRON SLAG AND RELATED 
HIGH-TEMPERATURE DEBRIS by Lynne Keys

Overview of the assemblage

Possible smithies 
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PLASTER by Kate Brady

FLINT by David Mullin
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